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PREFACE

The difficulties of war-time, followed up by the veritable agony or the present post-war period, have created almost unsurmountable obstacles to the publication of both books and papers. Nothing is so sad as the indefinite postponement of publication of a work ready to go to press. However imperfect it may be, it nevertheless contains some proportion of useful knowledge which may prove to be of value to other students. It was therefore a happy occasion when the "Ismaili Society" was founded in Bombay (on the 16th February 1946) for the purpose of rendering assistance to the study of Ismailism and cognate matters. The Society's programme, in addition to the proposed publication of monographs, editions of original texts and their translations, also included a non-periodical magazine, "Collectanea," in which papers might appear whenever material had been accumulated for about two hundred pages.

Present day conditions, with exasperatingly slow communications, have prevented the Society from giving enough publicity to their plans. Thus when I submitted articles I had ready for publication, no contribution from any other author had been received. As it would surely have been odd to publish a non-periodical magazine solely comprising works by one and the same author, it was decided to issue the articles in book form under my own name. The papers were therefore selected to form a more or less homogeneous whole, centring around that still very little known matter, the history of early Ismailism, especially in so far as it is connected with the early history of the Ismaili movement in Persia.

I have to acknowledge my most profound gratitude to the President and members of the "Ismaili Society" for their stretching out a helping hand in a situation which looked well-nigh desperate. Here, as in all my publications on Ismaili matters, I have to offer my heart-felt thanks to all my Ismaili friends for their invaluable and broad-minded assistance without which I would never have been able to do any work on the subject.

Bombay, June, 1947.
I.

MAIN TRENDS IN THE HISTORY OF SHI'ISM. *

This paper sums up observations accumulated in the course of many years of contact with Shi'ite literature. I personally, always felt acutely, as probably does every student, the meagreness and inadequacy of the general ideas of Shi'ism with which we are usually equipped in school and which we can derive from oriental literature. While working over Shi'ite materials, one has at every step to change one's earlier ideas, revising them, or giving them up entirely as false and utterly misleading. The majority of these we owe to the labours of various Dutch and German scholars of the last century. Belonging almost exclusively to the arm-chair type, with no first hand knowledge and understanding of the conditions of life in the East, they were often misled by their sources which they trusted more than these deserved. Thus many of the impudent falsehoods of Abbâsid propaganda became endorsed by them as historical truth. Already towards the end of the last century, however, their errors had been noticed, and a thorough revision, which was badly needed, was started by various scholars, such as J. Wellhausen, H. Lammens, and others. It is true, that inspite of better facilities, these scholars committed further errors, this time displaying undue admiration for the Omâyyads in contrast to the Abbâsid sympathies of their predecessors, but we may hope that further studies will help to put things right.

In my earlier publications I was often driven into discussion of matters concerned with Shi'ism in general. The present paper synthetises all that I would still like to re-

* This article was originally intended for publication in a non-technical periodical. Here it has been included, however, because it may be of some use to students for general orientation in the question of Shi'ism. It may therefore serve as a kind of an introductory note to the other articles in this volume.
tain, and cancels what is outdated. I offer it here for what
it is worth, and hope that other students find it of some
use, in their further researches correcting my errors, and
adding what is lacking here.

1. Shi'ism and Religion.

For the definition of the nature of Shi'ism a simple
and compact, though hardly correct, formula is still gen-
erally used. It was probably finally evolved not earlier than
the Abbasid period. This formula describes it as a political
movement originated by the baseless claims of 'Ali, and his
descendants, to supreme authority. For the first fifty years
or so after the death of the Prophet it had nothing to do
with religion but later on gradually developed heretical ten-
ents of its own thus causing a schism in Islam.

Contrary to this, all Shi'ite sources, beginning with
the earliest, never ceased to stress the theory that Shi'ism
always remained a purely religious current in Islam. Poli
tical claims were not the cause, but the results of its
religious tenets. Shi'ism is described by them as the
school of Islam based on the purest and truest tradition,
carefully preserved in the family of the Prophet and the
circles which were closely associated with him, and there-
fore having access to more correct and complete informa-
tion on the subject than others.

A critical solution of the question as to which version
is right is very difficult owing to the extreme meagreness
of reliable historical information. The real outlines of facts
preserved by tradition are badly disfigured, and sometime
obiterated by thick accumulations of the cobwebs of legend.
The individualistic mentality of early mediaeval authors who
noticed only outstanding actors on the historical stage, and
remained blind to the part played by the general forces
of an economic, social, or national character, is still more
confusing. Strong religious sentiment bitterly resents such
ideas as the conditions in the original Islamic community
being not so idyllic as they are presented by legend, or
that Islam as a religion just after the death of the Apostle
of God was not as complete, uniform, systematic, de-
veloped and mature as it appears in the Golden Age stories.
Gross anachronisms, different scales of veracity as applied
to friends and foes, and many other kinds of aberration
in judgment greatly affect the value of the information
found in early sources. On the top of all come aberrations
generated by our own involuntary tendency to understand
events according to our familiar is ideas, not as these were
understood by the contemporary mind. This applies par-
ticularly to the realisation of the tempo of religious de-
velopment in early Islam. Living in the age of religious in-
differentism, or, anyhow, at the time when the great re-
ligions of the world, such as Christianity or Islam, have
long ago attained stability and maturity, we must make
special efforts to comprehend, or feel, the amazingly rapid
pace of the growth of ideas at that period when decades
mattered as much as later did centuries in the evolution of
religious beliefs.

For all these reasons it is impossible to try to re-
construct the picture of the origin and earliest steps of
Shi'ism by carefully selecting and placing together small
pieces of information quoted from sources directly dealing
with the matter. In fact, we have only here and there
vague allusions between which there is nothing to give us
the clue. However reluctantly, we are compelled to theo-
rize a little, going by inferences and parallels from slightly
later periods.

Probably a sound starting point is offered by the indis-
putable fact that Islam as it was under the Prophet himself
was a strict and consistent theocracy. God Himself ruled
over His people through His chosen Apostle to whom He
conveyed His instructions directly. God not only revealed
the new religion, but acted as the lawgiver, spiritual guide,
director of communal affairs in case of emergency, and
even, on certain occasions, took much interest in the family
affairs of the Prophet. Theocracy as a term has also wider
implications, and may mean generally the state in which
religious law and interests are regarded as of supreme im-

Anyhow, the unanimous testimony of early annals reveals the fact that, as it would be natural to expect, the knowledge of the Koran was confined in the early Islamic community, for quite a considerable period of time, to short extracts, memorised to be recited in the course of the daily prayers. The knowledge of the example of the Apostle of God should have been of necessity rather confused by conflicting reports. All this was obviously not quite sufficient for the guidance of the faithful in the complexity of life.

It may be easily realised how important should have been the position of one who is credited with a sound and comprehensive knowledge of religious matters in the Arab society which was just gradually emerging from the state similar to that of shamanism. We may therefore readily believe that numerous traditions, extolling the importance of knowledge (religious, of course), 'ilm, and the 'alim, "one who knows," which later on acquired the meaning of a theologian, were the product of this period, although, of course, they are attributed to the Prophet. The 'alims, as a very well-known hadith says, are the heirs of the prophets; angels spread their wings under their feet. Medina was the spiritual metropolis of Islam, and such 'alims constituted its worth.

It seems to be an indisputable fact that amongst the close associates of the family of the Prophet there were many persons recognized as exceptionally well-versed in the Prophet had to regulate every step in the life of the Muslim, developed later on, was probably alien to the contemporaries of the Prophet who relied on the ancestral custom and their own commonsense in such matters as were not directly connected with religion. The thirst for religious guidance in every step of life obviously belongs to the period of the expansion of Islam when Arab custom had to come in conflict with the national usages of various provinces.

1 Cf. W. Ivanow, "The Alleged Founder of Ismailism", p. 29, where attention is drawn to the frequent cases of ambiguity in such expressions. It is not always certain in Shi'ite tradition whether it really refers to an ordinary learned man, or the 'learned, 'ilm, by the mercy of God," i.e. the Alid.
religious matters, such as Abū Dharr, and many others. The head of this group was ʿAli b. Abi Ṭālib, who was their spokesman. Early Sunnite, i.e. Omayyad, and, later on, Abbasid sources, bitterly hostile to the Alids and Shiʿism, do everything possible to represent him as a person of inferior intellect or learning. We cannot find out precisely whether this is true, and this is immaterial. The fact remains that the masses, especially in various provinces, in all probability, logically expected that the most reliable tradition concerning religious matters had to be preserved in the family of the Prophet himself. On the other hand, we should bear in mind the peculiar feature of the life of that remote period, namely the clan mentality. According to this, certain privileges belonged not to individuals, but to a clan, as the common property of all members. Thus if the highest authority in Islam was by every one regarded as the prerogative of the Quraysh clan, then we must not be surprised if the same idea is extended to the Alid prerogative, the ʿilm. For the modern mentality the idea that knowledge may form a sort of a family property may be ridiculous. But, from the point of the clan psychology, it is in no way more ridiculous than that of the rights of royal families to authority, or aristocratic families to various privileges. In early Shiʿism, and especially among Shiʿite sects, the idea of the ʿilm as an hereditary commodity of the Alids is extremely strong, and is by no means in need of explanation by any mystical tricks concerning special acts of its transfer from the elder to the younger generation.

Assuming that the sum total of theological knowledge possessed by the group centring around ʿAli was certainly not inferior, and probably greater, than that of any other party in Medina, we can easily picture a situation where ʿAli was personally accredited as the custodian of that religious wisdom. This position, moreover, would be assumed quite independently of any claim to temporal au-


authority, and even perhaps without any effort on his part, as the Shiʿites believe.

The changes caused by the death of the Prophet undoubtedly affected this group to a great extent. Sincerely religious persons were perhaps much disappointed, seeing that their aspirations to attain salvation through righteous life under the Prophet's guidance were hopelessly upset. More practical of them probably were disappointed with the loss of their former privileged position, which they enjoyed owing to their proximity to Muhammad's family. This developed that constantly conservative tendency which is characteristic of Shiʿism, and which, however, in practice was quite compatible with such developments, dogmatic and philosophical, for which other schools of Islam had to wait for centuries.

The evolution of the idea of the Alid ʿilm, religious knowledge, is so rapid, manifold and often astonishingly far-reaching, that it would require much space to survey even its principal lines. It probably developed by mystical inspiration, by that variety of wishful thinking which is so typical of religious process, or by incidental improvisation. Most probably starting from the idea that the Alids must possess greater knowledge than others, it came to the assertion that they really had it. Then wishful thinking made the enthusiasts believe that such greater knowledge comprises not only all that others partly know, but also something more than that, not only the "open" matters, but also "hidden", the "inner meaning" which was not revealed by the Prophet to all his followers because

Such an apparently paradoxical situation can be easily explained. While in Sunnite circles new ideas were opposed not only on account of religious conservatism, but also owing to fears of being suspected of hereticism, which very few outstanding persons would brave, the Shiʿite Imām, as the bearer of supreme religious authority, could do what his common sense and desire of advancing the doctrine would suggest to him, or what would be advised to him by experts. In this way Shiʿism anticipated Sunnism in many cultural matters which in the latter could only be introduced under long and heavy pressure of public opinion.
behind and mystical dreams were not as yet entirely dead. The exaggerated forms in which their ideas were expressed show nothing but the feverish heat of their sincere religious sentiment, deep and flaming in the darkness of sin and religious idleness of common people. Every new invention of their leader was probably hailed as a great religious achievement, Divine revelation sent to him for his pity and acts pleasing to God. There was nothing more in this than the purest although misguided devotion to God, His Prophet and the latter’s dhurriyya.

The rights of ‘Ali to supreme authority in Islam, which were probably developed much later in the day, and retrospectively in later Shi’a speculations, are chiefly based on the idea of the continuity of the strictly theocratic order in Islam, and on the general subordinaton of the secular principle to the religious. If the candidate to the caliphate should be the most deserving person in the community, who could be more deserving than the person who is in possession of the highest religious knowledge? Shi’ism has elaborated this theory in the form of the principle that the fāḍil, i.e., the possessor of superior virtue, cannot be subordinate to the majdul, i.e., one who is benefitted by some one else’s fāḍil. This abstract formula had obviously a quite definite relationship to the real life of the time, namely in the political field, in anti-dynastic struggle. Already probably at an early period the legend of the golden age under the Prophet was in vivid contrast to the misery of the real conditions under the Omayyads, and especially later on under the Abbasids. Thus the ideal theocratic ruler, the “completer” of the mission of the Prophet, could automatically become the ideal secular ruler, the deliverer from the distress.

However difficult it may be to dogmatize about the real sequence of the phases of evolution in these matters, we may believe that the differentiation between the pontifical aspect of the ideal theocratic ruler, and his exercise of secular authority had set in at an early period. There are many facts which may be interpreted as indicating that
in early Shi‘ite ideas the theory of the Alid clan’s ownership of the ‘ilm made the community recognize as its owner the head, i.e. the eldest male member of the clan at the time. Later on, however, with the rapid multiplication of the family, and probably the stress on pontifical functions, the principle was developed of the succession in one only line, from father to son. Both the earlier and later principles struggled for a considerable period of time for priority.

There is yet another important question which is rarely raised in discussions of Shi‘ism. We have so far dealt with the Imams, i.e. the Alids, the leaders, who appeared either as pontiffs, or secular rulers, or both. The reverse of this is the question of the masses, the followers of the Imams. Their attitude towards these theories and the candidates to the Imamat obviously depended on forces and processes beyond human control, on social and economical factors. It may be useful to recognize as a general substratum the fact that during something like the first three or four centuries of Islamic history the illiterate masses, especially in the corners remote from immediate contact with cultural centres, had only a very superficial knowledge of Islam, probably only confined to the recitation of prayers and discharge of the basic Muslim religious duties. The same, most probably applied to Shi‘ism. The difference between an uneducated Shi‘ite and non-Shi‘ite most probably consisted at the time merely in the recognition of the principle of the Imamat, implying the recognition of the preferential right of the Alids to authority, and their candidature to the pontificate in Islam. Likewise it is highly probable that the difference between the numerous branches of the Shi‘ites consisted in the preference to this or that particular candidate, or line of the Alids. Transition from one branch to the other, and both conversion to Shi‘ism and disassociation from it, were extremely easy and simple.

The most important factor in the development of Shi‘ism generally was widespread Messianism. The Quran is full of threats of the sudden and very near end of the world, and the general misery and distress of the masses made it easier to reconcile oneself with that idea, and even desire it. The word Mahdi is not met with in the Quran, and there can be little doubt that the belief was incorporated, together with a great multitude of other beliefs, from Christianity. The idea was so attractive to the general mentality of the masses that it became all-Islamic. Its development, in the sense that before the final destruction of the world there will come the Mahdi, who will deliver the humanity from the misery and distress, will overcome his foes, and establish paradisiacal order on earth, conformed entirely to Shi‘ite dreams. Very early had the hadiths begun to circulate in which the Prophet predicted the advent of his own descendant “whose name will be also Muhammad, whose kunya, patronymic, will also be like that of the Apostle of God, and who will fill the earth with equity and justice ever so much as it has been filled with injustice, oppression and tyranny.” This motif does not disappear from the pages of history till very late. This probably afforded an opportunity for combining finally in one the conceptions of the Imam-pontiff and Imam-secular ruler. It also gave a strong force to the conception of the pontificate without the exercise of the secular authority, and even of the pontificate in suspense, the “concealed Imam,” who discharges his spiritual functions even without being actually existent. This strange development appears already at a surprisingly early date in connection with the third son of ‘Ali, Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya, who, after his death in 81/700-1, was believed to continue his existence in the mountains of Radwâ, and to remain thus till the end of the world.

In the course of history, for quite obvious reasons, the pontiff has overshadowed the secular ruler in the conception of the Imam. The idea of the pontificate could develop unrestrictedly, while the few occasions which history offered for testing the theocratic theories in practice coincided with unfavourable periods in which the functions of the secular ruler were reduced to barely more than a desperate struggle for existence.
It may be useful to note that the identification of the idea of the Mahdi with that of the Shi’ite Imam began at an early period. Its traces are clear in the tradition related by Imam Ja’far. Later on, the Fatimids not only identified the Imam with the promised Mahdi, but even went further than this, plainly recognizing the principle that the Mahdi is a collective, or dynastic, name for the dynasty of the Imams from the house of the Prophet, who are like one and the same person, only appearing in different bodies and states, although being in spirit one and the same all through the ages.¹

2. Shi’ism and Class Stratification.

The rise of the religion of Islam accompanied the transition of wide masses of the Arab population from the primitive tribal order and economy to the higher forms of life which, in the form of settled communities and occupation with trade, had already penetrated the peninsula. Its emergence on the historical stage, however, coincided with an exceptional combination of circumstances when both Persian and Byzantine provinces to the North, N.-W., and West were in a state of rot and complete decay. This permitted Islam to spread like wildfire, carried by the desert bands to the limits of the then known world. The new religion was then in its infant, immature and plastic state. It influenced the conquered nations with its ardent spirit, but itself had much to absorb from the older religions and civilisations. It is known from chemistry that some elements keenly react with other elements in what is called status nascendi, while remaining indifferent in ordinary conditions. This was exactly the case with Islam which in such conditions produced a stable, strong and durable new civilisation in which it is impossible to see a mere mixture.

The countries conquered by the Arabs were passing through a long period of economic distress, and their class structure was simple. At the head stood the officials and nobility, the next layer was formed by small landowners, traders, clergy, and others. And at the bottom there were the toiling masses of the agricultural population, nomads and numerous slaves. The conquerors have inherited this order, and although their religion had imbued much of the Arab patriarchal democracy and the ideal of religious equity, in practice, the new rulers had done everything possible to leave the conditions as they found these, even when the majority of the conquered became converted to Islam.²

During the more flourishing periods of the caliphate, behind the imposing facade of Damascus, there was intense misery in the provinces, and in the vast rural areas. These had little chance of cultural advancement, not only owing to the heavy burden of taxation and the duty of feeding the landlords, but also because of permanent state of insecurity of life and property produced by chronic unrest. In addition to taxation, the productive population had not only to meet extortions by the corrupt administration, but often wanton destruction of assets during innumerable local wars, in which they were looted both by friend and foe, and especially by the government forces which were always more dangerous to the population which they defended than to the enemy. All this was going on, year in and year out, with very short intervals.

The story of the caliphate policy in landownership and taxation is long and complex because here established prac-

¹ The supposed democracy of the original Islam was obviously different in origin from the modern conception of democracy. It was simply the equality of the members of the Arab clan, which really meant a much expanded family. The idea was transferred onto the new religious brotherhood which had to form a new unit on clan-like lines. This becomes particularly evident in the oft-repeated disputes over the division of war booty, and other matters in which the rank and file Arabs presented their claims. In the long and unattractive story of the new converts being promised equal position with Arabs with regard to taxation, and repeatedly cheated, the Arab financial interests invariably triumphed over religious considerations and supposed democracy.
tice, local custom, interests of the state treasury, and religious idealism very often came into conflict. The continuous vacillation of the regime added not a little to the general decay and impoverishment. For petty landowners the living on the land became more and more difficult, and they flocked not only to the towns generally, but especially to the large administrative centres such as Basra or Kufa. This flight of the landowners assumed such dimensions that energetic rulers like al-Hajjaj had to take specially drastic measures to stop it, sending back the runaway landlords to their properties, and even branding them with the names of their native villages for better control.

However incidental and, so-to-speak, improvised was the origin of the Islamic community, it, despite its infancy, was in its mentality already a full-fledged imperialistic state. The myth of the Muslim invaders offering the conquered choice between Islam and death has long since been exploded, and every reliable historical authority depicts the motives of the early conquests as mainly financial just as it was the case with the Romans, namely the acquisition of loot. Even at a much later period idealistic and purely religious motives for warlike moves and occupation were usually excuses for a particularly brutal and treacherous form of state brigandage. Early Islam, especially in the East during the first c. A.H., was a colonial empire. It organized a net of cantonments and garrisons, and the policy of occupation was so clearly and definitely carried out that very often the conquerors were prohibited from acquiring immovable property in the occupied country.

As everywhere, such cantonments and garrisons always attracted to them certain classes of the natives of the country who came as merchants, servants, and so forth. As towns were also the seat of the administrative authorities, jurisdiction, religion, education and trade, they attracted also well-to-do landowners who looked for a more comfortable life and protection, especially during the periods of unrest. Others flocked to towns in search of employment in the administration or in the armed forces which were often raised by the Arabs.

When speaking of early mediaeval Persia, and Western Asia in general, except for Arabia-proper, it is necessary to realize that at that early period its ethnic composition, which even now is complex, was incomparably more heterogeneous. The term 'Persian' in application to the times of the early caliphate may mean anything. The inhabitants of Persia belonged to many entirely different races, spoke a great variety of languages, and even the one which was called Persian was subdivided into several large groups of dialects. As a result of the most varied historical and other causes very often every district, and sometimes even every village, had its own dialect. All these had one feature in common, namely the absence of literature. The Persian language which was later on developed and became the literary language of the group, namely the Persian of Herat and adjacent districts, differed substantially from Western Persian. In Syria, Mesopotamia and Egypt, with their Semitic and, in addition, not very numerous population, local languages soon became submerged in Arabic, but in the East the latter never went further than the cantonment and highly educated circles.

---

1 There was, certainly, some literary activity in Sughd, Sogdiana, where Syriac alphabet was adapted to the local Iranian language, and was also occasionally used for writing in Persian, both of the Eastern and Western groups. This literature, however, probably had only a local importance in that remote borderland. The Pehlevi script and meagre religious literature developed by the Zoroastrian priests had scarcely any national importance at all, being entirely confined to the priestly caste.

2 As is known, the first serious attempts at creating a literature in Persian belong to the Samanid government, and were made in the middle of the fourth/tenth c., when Arabic literature had already passed its classic period.

3 Although high class literary Persian became gradually permeated with Arabic words and phrases, it seems that during the period of the Arab garrisoning of Persia no Perso-Arab jargon came into existence. This may be partly explained by the fact that the Arab occupation force was very small, rarely

---

1 See J. Wellhausen, 'Das Arabische Reich', p. 244.
The study of Arabic was a paying proposition because it was not only the way to acquire religious learning, but also to secure a good post in administrative or revenue service. Of course, it was difficult and long, and for this reason normally accessible only to those who possessed certain means. Facilities of learning it were only found in towns. Such close connection of Arabic with religion, the rulers, better off classes and towns has introduced a new and extremely powerful factor, the cultural, in the life of the empire, leading to a deep and ever widening cleavage in all nations which were concerned with it, because Arabic had become a class asset, a strong uniting bond of class-interests.

exceeding some forty thousand fighting men. Thus all Arabs, with their families, scarcely numbered more than 200,000 at the highest. Besides, Arabic was obviously too difficult and linguistically remote from the languages which were spoken by the local population.

As is known, Arabic became the language of official correspondence and account keeping in the caliphate only in the last quarter of the first c. A.H.

Even now, when religious knowledge by no means brings with it a high income, in Muslim countries, especially India, knowledge of Arabic, however poor in reality, is the object of pride, and is treated as a sign of social distinction. The original purpose of the knowledge of a language, to be a channel through which useful knowledge flows, is long forgotten, but the prejudice remains. The reason why this language with many sounds difficult of pronunciation, undeveloped syntax, and its horrible script, became so much cultivated, was pressing religious necessity. At that early period religion had to be studied from its original sources, the Koran and hadith. Both these texts themselves to an unsatisfactory translation partly because except for Syriac and Coptic there were no literary languages. Persian, as we have seen, became an Islamic literary language only much later on, and was subdivided into many dialects. On the other hand, Arabic, which is abnormally rich in words as much as it is abnormally poor in ideas (as is quite normal for the language of nomads roaming the desert), in what should be regarded as its “basic lexical fund” had a remarkable number of verbs overlapping in their meaning, or covering an abnormal variety of implications based on some extraordinarily far-fetched associations. This makes it extremely ambiguous.

The enthusiasm which early Islam inspired in its new converts played the part of a ferment which brought the new civilisation to remarkably high levels. The admirers of Arabic rightly point out with pride its remarkable achievement. With his knowledge of Arabic any one, say, an inhabitant of a place on the Atlantic coast, could easily feel himself at home in the educated strain of any town as far as the confines of China or Central India. Everywhere he would find those who understood him, his interests, and views. The cultural achievements of the unifying factor of the common language and the unity of administrative authority cannot be exaggerated. All this finds its closest parallel in modern India where English as the language of the new civilisation destroyed the age long barriers of the innumerable local languages, religious differences, and social prejudice. An educated English speaking Indian, moreover, would easily move in foreign countries wherever English is understood.

This attractive picture, however, has a different aspect. In a great majority of cases the educated Indian becomes not only an alien, but almost a foreigner in his ancestral village. There are many cases in which such an individual highly educated in English, is illiterate in his mother tongue. He can only exist in the town, or big cities, and has really lost all ties with his ancestral culture.

An exactly similar development accompanied the rise of the new Islamic civilisation. The town dwellers, especially in Persia, have done immense work to organise Islam as a religious system, develop the poor beginnings of Arabic literature into a mighty edifice, and even in the course of the time to develop a new national literature of their own, closely affiliated to the Arabic. All this was done by the people who were sincerely and deeply animated and in the case of such book as the Koran, defies an adequate translation even into modern languages incomparably better developed than the Arabic language itself. We may well imagine that for those early Persians it was far easier to learn Arabic, and memorize the whole text of the Koran rather than translate it into their own mother tongue.
with the interests of a new and foreign religion, a foreign language, and colonial interests of a foreign empire. They, with few exceptions, wholeheartedly supported the Sunnite brand of Islam, with its peculiar problems, rigidly opposing what they regarded as heresies. They gradually developed complete unity with their conquerors, and gradually absorbed them, preserving, however, their spirit and outlook. They created a magnificent civilisation which at its time was the civilisation of the world.

At the same time very often just at the gates of the cantonment town there began quite a different world, of the real Persia, hostile to the outlook of the city with its cultural achievements. The people often not only spoke a different dialect, or even language, but differed in their religion, either siding with Shi'ism, or, anyhow, belonging to a different madhhab, persuasion. This position was mostly a rule rather than an exception. These people had merely a slight "coating" of Islam on their mentality, automatically performing the prescribed rites, and automatically repeating the prescribed prayers in a foreign and unintelligible language. Their whole outlook, their ideas, religious and other predilections, were different from those of the town dwellers. Of course, they had little leisure in their hard lot to think much of such matters, but whenever their intellectual and spiritual life became intensified, they often searched for other, more intelligible and congenial ways of quenching their spiritual thirst. They had their own language, mostly in the form of a dialect, their own popular poetry, substantially differing in form and subject from the highly cultivated, their own inherited customs, which sometimes little changed from the time immemorial, their own art conceptions in the form of traditional carpet patterns, or generally textiles, and so forth. In fact, they continued their ancient tradition, and possessed their own culture which slowly developed in the course of thousands of years, being as little stirred up by Islam as it was disturbed by its predecessors. It was for this reason that heresies, popular and often heretical forces of Belisnum, and religious extremism found much success in this milieu, partly because these movements rose from these strata, and partly out of the spirit of opposition to the tyranny and oppression of the rulers and their associates.

Shi'ism, with its ideals of the idyllic theocracy, justice and equity for everybody, personal safety, freedom from oppression and exploitation, unlimited and unending, was particularly attractive to the masses. It is unfortunate for the student that the mediaeval historian, with his personal outlook, is concerned with kings, celebrities, and outstanding persons, and rarely in his interests descends lower than the class of petty landowners. We read about the existence of the masses of the rural population only in rather laconic and always vituperative accounts of religious, agrarian or other unrest, sectarian risings and other exceptional events supported by the peasants. It is quite natural that Shi'ism, with its strong Messianic element appealed the most, and had the lasting influence which it still possesses in our time, in these strata.

This deep cleavage between the town and the village continuously drained the latter of all elements more capable of cultural progress, enterprising, and able to raise their standard of living. All these, as it is even now, invariably preferred to make a better use of their opportunities, going over to the town. The village was thus for long centuries continually being deprived of the element which could supply it with real leaders. It was this continuous exodus that rendered Islamic countries backward as they emerged in modern times. There was obviously nothing essentially backward in Islam as a religion and civilisation, as compared with other religions, perhaps even it was rather the other way. The effect of backwardness, however, was produced by the fact that the thin educated layer, not unnaturally, was either economically uprooted, or, in self protection, changed sides, rapidly adjusting itself to new ideas and conditions, thus leaving only the permanently backward classes to represent Islam. These
classes, however, despite the progress during many centuries, could not nevertheless be treated as really and thoroughly Islamic, capable of being proper exponents of its long and complex culture.

3. Shi‘ism and Political History of Islam.

In the history of Islam, as we can see, Shi‘ite theocratic ideals, especially combined with Messianic expectations, could often knit together, as, for instance, in the powerful upheaval led by Abū Muslim, the most heterogeneous elements, such as Persians and Arabs, Shi‘ites and Kharijites, peasants and landowners. If we disregard, on the one hand, numerous Alid risings which obviously had the character of personal escapades of political adventurers, or, on the other hand, expressly mystical sects formed by small numbers of fanatics, we may classify political formations in which Shi‘ism played a leading part according to the mutual relation of the two principal elements, namely, the pontifical and the secular authority.

The simplest form would be the case in which Shi‘ism forms the religion of the state, just as in case of any other form of Islam, when the state is neither supposed to be a theocracy, nor do its heads claim any pontifical functions.2

A variant of this is the Zaydi type, in which the head of the state has to be a descendant of ʿAli and Fatima, but is not recognized as a real pontiff, exercising full religious authority.

1 Theoretically, I believe, a state which adopts Shi‘ism of the Ihna-‘ashari variety should be regarded as resembling by its position those semi-independent states which sprang up at the decay of the caliphate, but recognised the supreme authority of the caliph. In their case such supreme authority, secular and spiritual, belongs to the fiction of the “concealed Imam”, whose representatives on earth were experts in religious matters, the mujtahids, as in the Safawid or Qajar Persia. We know very little as to how this question stood in the Buyid states, or such small later formations as the Sarbadārids of Sabzawār (737-783/1337-1381). The latter state, however, appears to belong more to the popular movements.

2 An almost full-sized case of Shi‘ite conception of theology was presented by the Fatimid caliphate, in which the Imam was both the secular ruler and the real pontiff in one person. It is, however, necessary to point out that the Fatimid case had many limitations, because the type of Shi‘ism which really formed the religion of the state, in theory, was, nevertheless, not kept entirely open. In addition, the Imam could not exercise his full authority over a considerable number of his followers scattered in the non-Shi‘ite states where they had to exist in disguise, thus forming a secret organisation. The Fatimids had not only many Muslim subjects who did not recognize their rights to the pontificate, but also, as in Egypt, large masses of Christians.

The form directly opposite to the Fatimid state was the organisation of the Twelver Shi‘ites whose Imams, till 260/874, exercised only their pontifical functions without possessing either secular authority or territory. After that date this form of Shi‘ism was content with the abstraction of the idea of the Imam-pontiff, in the name of the concealed XI‘th Imam, who probably was never even born.

A great difficulty in judging the real effect of Shi‘ite ideology upon the political activities of its adepts is caused by the fact that none of the schools mentioned above offers a plain and exhaustive formula of its aims and aspirations. This is due to purely incidental causes, because Shi‘ism rarely had full freedom to express its wishes. The authors of Shi‘ite books had to be very circumspect in order not to harm themselves and their readers in case the book fell into wrong hands. Such aims are vaguely formulated in various hadiths, chiefly of Messianic character, in which prophecies are ascribed to the Apostle of God concerning what is ultimately going to happen. In the Ihna-‘ashari

3 The Fatimids, for obvious reasons, while openly preaching the basic, or zahir form of Islamism, did not encourage the broadcasting of its philosophy, except amongst those possessing the necessary educational qualifications which would render them immune from misunderstanding.

4 Such hadiths are usually scattered in varying contexts, and
school only 'Abd b. Abi Ṭālib is recognised as the real Amīr al-muʾminīn, i.e. caliph. His descendants were deprived of this office by the brutal force, but when the concealed XIIth Imam "returns," he will certainly resume all the rights of his ancestor. In Fatimid Ismailism such aspirations are expressed slightly clearer. They are scattered in the form of prophecies the gist of which is that the Imam, who is the Mahdi, will smash the forces of the tyrants and oppressors, and will introduce a regime of universal equity and justice, making the true Islam the religion of the world. Thus there will be one hand under one shepherd, enjoying blissful paradisaical existence.

All this clearly indicates that when Shi'ism still cherished its practical political aspirations, its programme was probably conceived as a dynastic change in the Islamic world. Instead of the caliph-usurper ruling from Baghdad over the empire of Islam, there should be the ideal Alid ruler who will firmly establish his ideal theocracy. The change was apparently imagined on the lines of the change from the Omayyads to the Abbasids, only this time with the right candidate.

Thus an interesting mutual connection may be followed between the rise, intensity and decline of the Shi'ite political aspirations, in their active form, and the similar phases of the idea of the caliphate. We can see that despitethe invariably disastrous failures of the Alid risings, they are very numerous exactly during the period of the highest development of the strength of the Abbasid empire. They become rarer and less dangerous with its decline, and apparently cease with the foundation of the Fatimid caliphate, probably for the precise reason that the latter at last succeeded in realising, however partially, such aspirations. As soon as the Fatimid state was formed, it exhibits a strong tendency to expand Eastwards, in the direction of Baghdad.

It is not easy to lay hand on them when required. I therefore availed myself of an interesting collection included by the great Ismaiili jurist and theologian, Qādī Nuʿmān (d. 363/973) in his Sharḥ al akhbār. See the "Rise of the Fatimids", pp. 95-125.

But by this time the Abbasids become more and more mere puppets in the hands of their hired troops, their empire crumbles to pieces, and Baghdad loses all its symbolical significance as the recognised seat of the all-Islamic authority. For this reason the Fatimids, having reached Egypt, lay the foundation of Cairo, a new seat of the authority which was probably expected to become soon all-Islamic. They lavish means on making it worthy of its intended rôle, encourage unprecedented development of culture, and really succeed in such preparations. But the historic stage rapidly changes, and not in their favour. Egypt proves to be a trap for them, because, having no local resources to build reliable and sufficient national armed forces, they fall to the temptation of keeping a large hired army. And this ultimately kills them as it had killed the Abbasids before them, and with them the ideal of a single Islamic empire. In fact, however, the Fatimid dreams died before the physical death of their state, when the de facto independent former provinces of the caliphate, still nominally recognising the united authority of the caliph, were absorbed by the powerful empire of the Saljuqs.

When this happened, it became obvious that the brutal force of the invaders could be only smashed by physical force, and it was not for the resources of a little country like Egypt to dream of achieving this. Ever since that time the Fatimid state more and more loses its vital force, the masses lose interest in it, the propaganda which had made such astonishing progress in the third and fourth c. A.H. becomes more and more paralysed, and finally Ismailism disappears in the Western part of the Islamic world as a political force.

Ismailism of the Alamāt period in Persia, though an offshoot of the Fatimid system, had politically quite a different nature, namely that of many other popular move-

---

1 The Saljuqs, being fanatical Sunnites, as is well-known, ostentatiously showed their respect to the caliph of Baghdad, and nominally recognized him as the supreme authority, in so far, of course, as this suited their political interests. Such hypocritical tactics, however, could not deceive anyone.
ments in Persia which were going under the Shi'ite banner, in which class interests played a prominent part.

Shi'ism was apparently introduced into Persia by Southern Arab clans, such as Ach'ari, Madhhij, and others, who laid foundation to an important Shi'ite centre in Qum. Already at an early period Shi'ism was widespread all over Khorasan. It seems to be more than a mere coincidence that al-Ma'mūn (196-218/813-833) choose the East as the place for his strange experiment with abdication in favour of 'Ali ar-Ridā. The whole proceedings still remain dark, but it is not impossible that the wide spread of Shi'ism suggested the plan of the transfer of the secular authority of the caliphs to the person whom a great proportion of the Shi'ite-minded masses treated as the only legitimate pontiff of Islam at his time. Such transfer would pacify the antidynastic Shi'ite circles, while the Abbasids could keep the Alids as puppets in their hands. This, of course, is merely a suggestion.

In the Western part of Persia Shi'ism becomes endemic in the Caspian provinces, where Zaydi Imams ultimately become independent rulers (250-316/864-928). It is quite easy to see why Shi'ism had so much success in this particular province. It consists of a high mountainous belt, up to about 14,000 feet, with the Southern slope arid, and the Northern having excessive rainfall, and therefore covered with thick jungles. Village population is exceedingly poor because torrential rains often wash down their terraced fields. The narrow belt of lowlands along the sea coast is in the hands of landowners who mercilessly exploit the continuously semi-starving population. The economic distress here could easily take the religious form of impatient Messianic expectations, and even the desire to speed up the advent of a blissful existence. The Buyids who also originated from this locality, developed their activities chiefly far to the South.

The Ismaili propaganda, which was probably developed from about the middle of the third ninth c., found ample human material all over Persia and Central Asia. Probably nowhere had Ismailism penetrated so deeply into the mentality of the masses as here. Much nonsense has been written concerning Shi'ism, or particularly Ismailism, being a product of Persian national spirit, peculiar mentality, etc., as if there never existed any Shi'ites except for the Persians, and as if the majority of the Persians were not devout promoters of Sunnism. In reality the situation finds its full explanation in the economic conditions of these localities, and the discontent and unrest connected with these. It is always conveniently forgotten that when the Arabs felt the pinch of the Abbasid rule, they could easily present some opposition owing to their tribal organisation which did not disappear for a very long time. The Persian peasants were helpless because they were isolated in villages and a united policy was for them an insuperably difficult achievement. This is why they were left to indulge in powerless indignation, complaints, and religious wishful thinking in the form of the Shi'ite dreams.

The advent of the Saljuqs who practically completed their conquest by 447/1055, dealt a death blow to the Eastern Shi'ite centres of learning, in Central Asia and Khorasan. Their hold, however, was not so deadly in Western Persia and in the South. Here the Shi'ite-minded masses, having lost faith in their expectations of an early return of the XIIth Imam of the Ithna-'ashari line, which was very popular in the third and fourth c. A.H., apparently went over in large numbers to Ismailism. The remote Fatimid state was, anyhow, passing through the second century of its existence, and to the religious mind such durability might have proved the sign of God's endorsement of its truth. Not only were Ismaili cells found all over Persia, but in some arid tracks whole districts were now formed of Ismailis. Quhistán, and further on a substantial part of the Kirman province, Fārs, Isfahān, and especially the distress belt of the Caspian mountains contained a considerable proportion of the Ismailis. The Yaman, Syria, and remote Sind, also had many.

When the internal catastrophe of the dispossession of
the right successor of al-Mustansir, his son Nizār, took place (in 487/1094), and Egyptian Ismailism practically came to the end of its history, the spirit was still strong in the East. Towards the end of the 15th century, when the enthusiastic dā'ī, al-Hasan b. as-Sabbāh, succeeded in organizing to a certain extent the available Shi'ite sentiment, establishing his headquarters in Alamūt, the conditions had changed completely. Ismailism was almost entirely a popular movement. This at once showed itself in extremist tendencies, such as the alleged cancelation of the zāhir, i.e., obligatory forms of worship, and universal sanction for “worship in spirit”. The old type of the learned Ismaili dā'ī probably here disappears with al-Hasan b. as-Sabbāh himself. His successors are portrayed by the available historical sources as dignitaries promoted from the ranks. The community needed stern and practical leaders who were able to withstand the overwhelming forces of the powerful Saljuq empire, in an unparalleled hundred and fifty years’ struggle. The most remarkable point in this is that they nearly won. Before the final show-down the relations of Alamūt with the outer world appeared to be improving and becoming more normal. Then came that dreadful catastrophe in the history of the Islamic world, namely the invasion of the brutal Mongols which senselessly destroyed almost the entire cultural heritage of Islam, the culture-bearing strata of society, and completely upset its historical course. It brought in its train the less brutal Tamerlane with his worthy successors, who practically extinguished the Middle East as a cultural factor in human history.

Shi'ism and Ismailism received a deadly blow, but were not destroyed simply because the Persian nation itself was not completely annihilated. Ismailism went underground, assumed Sufic garb, tried to regain its hold of Sind and to spread in India, simultaneously with similar attempts made from the Yemen by the remnants of Egyptian Ismailism. Many Shi'ite extremist movements sprang up, one of the most important being the popular form of Sufism which became rapidly permeated with the Ali-Illahi ideas. There were also new sects at work in the Caspian provinces, in Badakhshan, and even in the fanatically Sunnite Afghanistan.

Ithna-ashari Shi'ism still preserved some learning, and even on some occasions reaped small triumphs as in converting some Mongol rulers to its school. Shi'ite extremism, however, made remarkable progress, penetrating even the heart of the Turkish Sunnite stronghold in the form of the Bektashi order of dervishes. And then came the great revolution in the form of the rise of the Safavid state.

We have mentioned above that wide masses of the illiterate and uneducated population, especially in Persia, being excluded from participation in the main stream of the cultural process by the abnormal domination of a difficult foreign language, Arabic, continued to live in their ancestral tradition which in the course of a very long period had spontaneously developed many features of not very high, yet genuine civilization. The terrible experience of...
the XIII and XIV cc., accompanied with much forced migration of the population, brought Islam deeper into popular life. This, however, stimulated dormant predilections, to beliefs in the supernatural, miracles, deification of saints, and so forth. All these were for a long time kept at bay by the iconoclastic tendencies of official Sunnism, probably not without much influence of the original petty landowner class, serving as cultural intermediary. This class suffered losses during that catastrophic period, and the new landlords, the officials, amongst whom there was a large percentage of Turks, who received land in remuneration of their services, obviously stood too far away from their new peasants to exercise any influence on them in religious matters.

While Shi'ism was successfully suppressed over most of the Islamic world by the triumphant combination of Sunnism and brute force, suddenly Sunnite Persia almost overnight became an enthusiastically Shi'ite country. Such a change may at first sight appear strange, incidental and paradoxical, but in reality was not so. It was simply the case of the loss of the cultured class, and emergence of backward popular ideas.

A petty headman of a Turkish predatory tribe which roamed where now is the Russo-Persian frontier in the Caucasus, Ismā'īl Safawi, a Sunnite by religion, conceived a really ingenious plan for harnessing the Shi'ite sentiment of the masses. He declared himself a Shi'ite, of Sufic inclinations, and anyhow really succeeded in stirring up a considerable force of Turks, professing Ali-Tahism. After a long and tedious story of his early adventures, richly interspersed with reports of atrocities of almost unconscionable brutality, he succeeded in putting in motion larger and larger masses of the Adharbayjāni Turks and some other elements. With their fanaticism stirred up to unbelievable pitch, they expected to make them immune from the enemy's bullets, they fought desperately, and won many decisive battles.

In an incredibly short space of time, similar to that in which Ismailism disappeared in Egypt under Saladin, Shi'ism disappeared from Persia, except for a few inaccessible corners, and it shortly became enthusiastically Shi'ite.

Learned Ithna-'ashari Shi'ism was taken out of naphthalene, and after several centuries of stagnation and learned rumination in the form of commentaries and super-commentaries on a few remaining classic works, it was called to direct the religious life of the new Shi'ite nation. There were even occasional tendencies towards bringing the constitution of the new government to something approximating theocracy, with mujtahids, experts in theology, in the absence of an Imam, exercising the Divine guidance on his behalf. All this led merely to the appearance of huge herds of supposed Sayyids, descendants of the Prophet, and generally of all kinds of religious parasites. As would befit a theocracy, courts of law were entirely in the hands of the 'ulamā', and the degree of corruption encouraged by them surpasses imagination.

The form of Shi'ism which was thus called to guide national life was that which practically stopped in its growth by the middle of the fifth/eleventh cc., with the conquest of the Saljuqs. It was thus about half a millennium behind the time, and its long period of existence mostly as a scholastic relic had given it many unattractive features. It attached immense importance to formalities in worship, introduced a ridiculous amount of taboos, resu-
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citated the worst and the most anti-social ideas of the Zoroastrian priests about the “purity” or “impurity” of everything in life. It sanctioned and encouraged on a large-scale prostitution in the guise of legal temporary marriages, and, above all, stopped every kind of progress in independent thought, every desire to advance, which invariably evoked the merciless spite and vengeance of the learned. From the most cultured country in the early middle ages Persia became in more modern times one of the most backward corners of the Islamic world, and this has ruined its history to an unparalleled extent.

The masses which were chiefly responsible for the overthrow of Sunnism in the country remained indifferent, and even hostile to the “right form of religion.” They simply continued their old tradition, using every opportunity which the new system offered to promote their own tastes and predilections. They encouraged darwishes who in their ideas were close associates of the Ali-illahis, and openly supported the mystical and extremist currents on which the ‘ulamá poured their curses. They created a whole pantheon out of the members of the family of the Prophet, and his associates, of early Shi’ites, Sufis, and others. Despite of the serious opposition of the learned, they developed theatrical performances commemorating the “passions” of the Imams and their families. The swing was so powerful that ultimately the learned capitulated and became themselves the chief participants in various performances which were obviously taken from mediaeval Catholic Europe and were grossly opposed to the spirit of Islam.

Official Shi’ism, again as Sunniism during the earlier periods, remained pure only in towns, amongst the better educated classes, who, however, no longer possessed the energy, enthusiasm and cultural ferment of their ancestors, under the rabidly zealous and unfriendly regime of the newly attempted theocracy. Turks, the kinsmen of the shahs, now played the leading part. All this very soon decayed, and in the beginning of the eighteenth c. the new dynasty completely collapsed before the bands of the predatory Afghans who invaded the country. The exploits of Nádir supped the last strength of the nation which entered a period of chaos. Only in one corner of the country, namely that which had escaped comparatively unscathed, did a new centre of order and resistance come into being. This time it was plainly and openly Ali-illah, in the person of Karim Khan Zand and his Gurní tribe (1708-1195/1760-1779). He and his successors were too weak, however, to influence events. After a long period of agony and the most ruinous unrest, another Turkish clan, the Qájárs, seized the authority. They possessed neither the talents of Ismá’îl Safawi, nor any idea of their own. Under their rule affairs were left to drift in largely the same way as they did under the Safawids, with the same detrimental results. This was particularly untimely in view of the changes in Europe and beginning of the capitalistic expansion. Even at such a late period, however, Shi’ism showed signs of life, producing such movements as Shákhism and Babism. Shi’ite-Sufic organizations were not entirely dead even in the first quarter of the XIX c.

In India and other countries Shi’ism of the Ithná’ashári branch chiefly followed the example and lead of its metropolis, Persia. Quite a different position was taken by Isma’ilism. It was professed chiefly by various trading communities who availed themselves of the new conditions, i.e. the British rule in India, the great expansion of trade, industry and education. From an underground community always living in constant fear of brutal persecutions, they became one of the most advanced and prosperous groups of population.

In the rapidly changing conditions of the modern world it would be impossible to assess with any degree of certainty the potentialities of Shi’ism in the cultural, political and religious spheres. It may be only safe to say that it still retains considerable attraction to the less educated and economically weaker classes through its still unextinguished Messianic dream.
II.

EARLY ISMAILI TERMINOLOGY.

The student of Ismailism possessing some first hand acquaintance with genuine works of Fatimid literature may often feel greatly puzzled when coming across elaborate accounts of the Ismaili doctrine in various treatises by the authors belonging to the anti-Fatimid camp. One may wonder from whence come all the theories which the authors explain in detail, and especially the terms in which such ideas are couched? Genuine Ismaili works of the Fatimid period and later often contain nothing of the kind. The inference that suggests itself therefore is that such accounts are a product of crude and impudent forgery.

The explanation, as we are going to see presently, is different. It appears that such strange accounts of Ismailism in fact date from a very early period. Probably when what may be called "the Ismaili problem" first presented itself to the Muslim world, it evoked considerable interest. Some genuine works were acquired, and the doctrine, adversely and unfairly interpreted, came into circulation in Muslim literature. Later on, when the rapidly growing Ismaili theology had gone far from its initial phase, and the doctrine as it was in the very beginning had become obsolete, the general literature, with its usual disregard for anachronisms, never cared to bring its notions up to date. Learned authors repeated the old story over and over again, with more and more emphasis on its alleged impiety, occasionally adding some new details which they incidentally picked up, concerning the doctrine of their own time, or anyhow a much later period, thus gradually creating a hopeless confusion which had ultimately come to stay in mediaeval accounts of the Ismaili doctrine.

Most probably when we acquire an idea of Ismaili literature more adequate and systematic than it is at present, we shall be able to make good use of such seemingly imaginary early reports of anti-Ismaili authors, clearing those
points which still remain very obscure. It is quite possible that crumbs of correct information are preserved in such versions, and it is only necessary to obtain a reliable method to sift the truth from the untruth in order to make use of some of our studies.

It is indeed quite natural that so few early works, especially dating from the pre-Fatimid period, have been preserved. As in every literature, especially religious, except in the case of certain outstanding works, the newer and more technically perfect treatises gradually replace the older which become not only obsolete, but sometimes undesirable from the orthodox point of view as reflecting the doctrine in a still undeveloped or unrefined state. It is quite probable that with the progress of the systematic study of Ismaili literature, some ancient works may be discovered amongst various anonymous and half forgotten opuscules which it still preserves. We may also hope to come across more or less substantial extracts or quotations from ancient works incorporated in those of a later date.

At present, as far as I can see, apparently the only substantial and obviously genuine early work, probably dating from the period which preceded the establishment of the Fatimid caliphate (297-909) is the Kitāb al-'Ilm wa'l-ghālibām. It is sometimes regarded as a work by Ibn Hawshah, or the Mansūrī-Yamanī, the famous Ismaili missionary who converted the Yamanis. His full name was ʿAbd al-Qasim al-Ḥusayn b. al-Faraj ibn Ḥawshah al-Kūfī. The story quoted from his Siyāq unfortunately for us, lost in Qādir bišrīan's If_tithul'd-daʿwa (completed in 346-957) narrates how he was sent by the Ismaili Imam to Adan (Aden) as a dā'i in 266-880. His mission had exceptional success, and by about 293-906 practically the whole Yaman was under his authority, although later on he met with setbacks and had to quell many rebellions. The exact date of his death apparently remains unknown.

If the K. al-'Ilm wa'l-ghālibām is his work (and there is nothing impossible in such a supposition), then it was one of his early productions. It is described further on in detail in this volume. There is, however, a collection of fragments which according to the colophon belong to the Kitāb al-Ruṣād wa'l-Hidayat, also attributed to the same worthy. Here we need not enter into the question of whether it is genuine or not as all this is discussed further on in the introduction to its translation. It will suffice to say that the general style, terminology, tone, etc., of these books seem to be so much akin that even if they are the compositions of different authors, there may be little doubt as to their coming from one and the same school. The difference is only that while the K. al-'Ilm wa'l-ghālibām (let us abbreviate this title in references as KAG) is a popular book, apparently intended for the general public, or, at least, for new converts, the other, Kitāb al-Ruṣād wa'l-Hidayat (abbr. KRH) was a technical treatise for study.

Generally speaking, Ismaili terminology during the more than a millennial evolution of the doctrine, appears to be remarkably fluid. There are certain terms which from the beginning to the end preserve the same meaning. Other terms remain, but obviously change their implications, while there are many which characterise only one particular period, or belong to the usage of one definite province. The study of terminology may therefore become a valuable auxiliary means of ascertaining or verifying the chronology of various works which for some reason evoke doubts as to their genuineness. Ismaili literature presents quite a wide field for such search for reliable criteria as there are many works which, being the compositions of authors whose names have been forgotten, are attributed by oral tradition (which is rarely reliable) to various celebrities.

It would be still too early to raise the question of the historical evolution of the Ismaili terminology as a whole. In this paper I would like to offer only an analysis of the terminology of these two early works, KAG and KRH, with the hope that further studies may permit us to accumulate sufficient materials for a gradual study covering the whole history of Ismailism, with all its branches and sub-divisions.

Owing to the deplorable condition of the text of KRH
in the copies which were accessible to me, in a few cases, I had to leave the matter as insufficiently clear. In any case it would be a useful work if any one who has access to a better copy should verify the entries. It would be also an important achievement if some other text of the same age is found and its terminology compared with that in the present works.

Nāṭiq. This term seems to be of an early origin, with quite definite implications. In the general development of Isma'ili terminology it shows a tendency to disappear, but during the early period it preserves its literal meaning of "speaking, preaching, speaker," i.e. al-Imāmu‘n-Nāṭiq (KAG), or even, as in another place, Imāmu‘l-lāh an-Nāṭiq (KAG), "the preaching leader," or "the preaching leader of (sent by) God." I am inclined to the belief that nāṭiq was originally a secret "code word" used by the sectaries for Rasūlu‘l-lāh, the Apostle of God, or such expressions as the Prophet, Nābi, etc. The expressions (in KRH) such as Imāmu‘z-zāhir, Imāmu‘l-bātīn, A‘immatu‘l-haqq al-bātīn, are probably not technical terms. The term Nāṭiq freely alternates with Rasūl. In the Fatimid period the latter completely replaces it later. Here (KRH) sometimes, however, both are combined in one, and ar-Rasūlu‘n-Nāṭiq is often followed by wa khali‘jatu‘hu’s-sādiq which must refer to the Imam, in an ordinary Shi‘ite sense. The terms Sābiq, "foregoing" and Tālī, "the following," to denote the Prophet and the Wāqi, or generally Imam, as found in some anti-Isma'ilis accounts, do not appear here, and probably are not used in Isma'ilis works in that sense. They belong to philosophical speculations, referring to the Aqīl and Nasīf.  

1 Isma'ilī authors generally systematically avoid the use of the expression khaliṣa, for obvious reasons. Thus the fact that it is used here may indicate a really early origin of the text, implying the fact that such "boycott" had not yet become a firmly established practice.

2 These are often used and explained in the paper on the "Early Controversy in Isma'ilism," published further on in this volume.

Wāṣi. This is another stable term which does not disappear during the Fatimid period. Early Isma'ilism, stressing Messianic beliefs, tended to stress the descent of the Fatimids from the Prophet through his daughter Fātimah. Obviously for this reason 'Āli b. Abī Tālib was placed in a class by himself, and not included into the number of the Imams (as happened centuries later). He was the ʿAsdūl-l-Imāmat, i.e. the "foundation of Imamat," in other words the founder of the dynasty of the Imams. It may be noted that in these early texts (KRH) he is also styled the "ḥujjat of the Nāṭiq," "the like of whom had never been created" (wāṣi al-lāh-mīn al-ʿābbās al-sāliḥ al-nil al-ḥujjat). We shall discuss further on the real meaning of the term ḥujjat. The term Wāṣi (officially accepted in the Ithna‘ashari doctrine) is never applied to him. Here (KRH) wāṣi may mean leader; the Plur. aṭṭaliya means "followers." The term ʿĀṣar, so often used by Nāṣir-i Khusraw and in early Fatimid works, does not appear here at all. The term ʿAṣimīt, "silent," i.e. Wāṣi, as opposed to Nāṭiq, "speaking," also does not appear here, as also the title of 'Ali, the Amīru‘l-mu’mīn.”

Dā‘i. This expression here seems to have the wide though clear meaning of a missionary, propagandist, a dignitary in the propaganda hierarchy, not in the purely technical sense of the dā‘i in Fatimid times. I have already drawn the attention of students to the fact that early Ithna‘ashari literature clearly avoids its application to its own missionaries, although applying it to the preachers of heretical doctrine such as Khattabism. Persian Isma'ilī authors of the IX c., such as Abū ʿAbd Allāh ar-Rāzī and Abū Ya‘qūb as-Sijzī (as we shall see further on in this volume), use the expression dā‘i as a simple participle, not as a technical term. Instead of this they use the word jāndh (Plur. ajnīlā'), which means "wing," "limb." It appa...

1 Not as incidentally called in modern Isma'ilī texts, edited by S. Guyard, p. 203, Aṣṣūṣa‘da‘wat, "the foundation of the propaganda." This seems meaningless because the preaching of the Prophet was also da‘wat.

parently disappears (together with the other similar terms, presumably invented as "code words") in the next century. It would be interesting to ascertain whether its use was confined to Persia. This term, dā'ī, is also avoided in KAG, perhaps because it is generally a popular term and uses instead of this the expression 'ālim or mu'allim, i.e. teacher. This may in fact refer to ma'dīhūn, as it appears from the context where the teacher does not seem to be a dignitary of high rank. The author sometimes uses the non-committal expression shaykh, "gentleman," "old man."

All this may indicate that the word dā'ī possessed some dangers or contemptible associations in general speech. It may be noted that Abū Hātim ar-Razi, an author whom no one would suspect of having insufficient knowledge of Arabic, in his Kal-Iślāh instead of the usual Plur. from dā'ī, which should be dā'ī, repeatedly use ad'īyā. Normally this is the plural from dā'ī, which means "invited," "pretending to be a relation of one," "adopted (son)." In the texts dating from the same fourth, tenth c., some other expressions are used, such as yād, plur. ayādī, "hand," or general lāḥiq, "associate," all probably introduced for the purpose of camouflage toghīyya, at the time when the Fatimid successes in North Africa had created the atmosphere of widespread acute suspicion in the caliphate and other ruling circles.

Imām. Contrary to the three preceding terms, the term Imām is used very loosely, and its implications are not always quite clear. It looks as if the KRH, with its stress on the eschatological element, is obviously conscious of the vague nature of the term, and always adds a definition limiting such implications. To convey the idea of the Imam in the sense of Fatimid terminology, namely one of the seven Imams who follow the syzygy of the Nāṭiq and Wāṣī, the author uses an expression such as al-Imāmu'l-Mutinm, the "completing Imam" (i.e. the Imam whose mission is to complete the work of the Prophet), or simply Mutimm, "completer." The word Imām alone is often used, but either in the sense of "leader," "headman," or without its definition simply for stylistic purposes, to avoid repetition.

While abstracts such as risālat, from Rasūl, and waqf, from Wāṣī, are freely used, the term Imām appears only rarely, as in early Ikhna-ashāri texts, in contrast to the Ismaili works of the Fatimid period.

How vague is the use of the term Imām can be seen from the instances already mentioned above, Imāmu'l-Ghādir and Imāmu'l-bātín, or Imāmu'l-bātín, or Imāmu'l-bātín, conveying quite different ideas. There is yet another idea in the expression of KRH: 'Allah Imām ba'd Muhammad fi asrī 'z-zalmat, i.e. 'All who was the Imām after Muhammad, in the period of darkness.

Interesting implications may be attributed to the phrase expression (KRH): marātibu'l-A'imma min waqaf, i.e. the degrees (?) of the Imams, his (i.e. the Prophet's) descendants. This, however, may be simply the case of the author's unusual application of the term marātib (he uses many words not in their ordinary sense). It may imply no idea of "progeny," just as marātibu'd-dīn as-sab'a (KRH) simply means "the seven fundamental principles of the religion" which are described as the gate to the 'ilm dinī'l-lāh, the "wisdom of the religion of God." These have nothing to do with the alleged "degrees of initiation," quite unknown to the Ismaili system, but simply the all-Islamic basic "beliefs in God, His angels, His Book, His Apostle, resurrection, the Day of Judgment, and reward for good actions or punishment for bad."

The Mutinn, i.e. "completer" (of the work of the

1 The Plur. of Mutinnn is A'tinnn, which is probably intended as a homonym of A'imma. Both Sing. and Plur. of it are in common use in the works of the Persian Ismaili authors of the IV/V c., and occasionally appear in modern or even quite modern works (as in S. Guyard's Ismaili texts, p. 327, note 58), and even in Druze literature. S. de Sacy regards a'tinnn as the Plur. from tahmīn, but in these texts neither the expression tahmīn nor i'dimm are used.
Apostle of God) here really corresponds with the term Imám according to the later usage. The KRH always takes them as a heptad, creating the impression that the work was written before the expiry of the period of their domination. This term, incidentally used in the works of the early Fatimid period, is also in use in al-Islāh of Abū Hātim ar-Razi, as in the scheme: nabi — mutimun — la'āqib — jāmīh — ma'dahīn. Here the Wāṣṭ is obviously omitted. Mutimm stands for the later Imám, and la'āqib for ḥujjat.

The Plural atimmān for this heptad does not appear here, but is already found in the works of Abū Hātim and Abū Ya’qūb. Occasionally they even use for the same idea the term awṣiyyā. It may be added that in the Fatimid period and later the Imams of the first heptad were called atimmān, the second khulafā', and the third abdāl. Here the term abdāl, which may be rendered by "substitutes," has a wider sense applicable to all except for the Nāṭiq (KRH), i.e. Imams, ḥujjats, dā'īs, and so on, because they come to take the place of the other just as the abrogated verses of the Koran are replaced by the new ones.

Hujjat. In the Fatimid system, when it had attained its maturity, the word ḥujjat was terminologically used only to denote a dignitary in the propaganda hierarchy who directed the da'wat work in a certain large area, probably showing uniform conditions, nationality of the followers, language, etc., styled jazira, "section," or "division." The traditional number of such ḥujjats were twelve, which was most probably ideal, not actual. Moreover, in addition to such working ḥujjats, as they were called "the ḥujjats of the day," there were another twelve "ḥujjats of the night," whose rank was considered to be superior. Unfortunately for the student, Fatimid literature contains little or nothing definite to help us to form an idea as to the real nature of their functions, duties, rights and privileges. Nothing is said about the character of the differ-

1 On the jaziras see the footnote on pp. 20-21 in my "Rise of the Fatimids".
during the whole period. The author, in his Kabbalistic speculations, often adds the number of the *hujjats* to the number of the Imams, thus making these 19, as if both figures referred to units of equal denomination. We need not, of course, take this too seriously, just as the reference to the traditional twelve *jaziras*, which, as a round figure, simply symbolize the whole earth. The number twelve of the *hujjats* is here probably taken abstractly, without any consideration of its implications.

The second is a strange theory, from the Fatimid point of view, that the *hujjat* becomes an Imam after his Imam and before the next Imam, and that an Imam cannot become an Imam unless he has been for some time a *hujjat*. This seems to be quite incompatible with the theory of the seven Imams, predestined by God, all being the descendants of the Prophet. How could a *hujjat* in the Fatimid sense, i.e. a promoted *dā'i*, an ordinary mortal, become the Imam, one of the seven? There could not be, from a religious point of view, any interregnum during which a *hujjat* could act as an Imam. Here nothing is said of his acting on behalf of an Imam who is a minor. Most probably, the strange situation is entirely due to confusion in the use of terms.

In early Shi'ite usage *hujjat* appears as an equivalent of the Imam. In Kulmi's *al-Kāfi fi 'ilmīd-dīn*, the great Ithna-'ashari compendium of Shi'ite tradition, the book on *Imām* (or *Imānat*) is entitled *Kitābul-hujjat*. We can see in the text of the KRB that 'Ali is called the *hujjat* of the Prophet. In another place, as we have seen, it is said that “no *hujjat* was ever created comparable to 'Ali.”

If we pay attention to the fact that in the statement that a *hujjat* becomes an Imam after the earlier Imam is gone, and before the successor-Imam comes up, the term *Imām* is not qualified (with *Mutimm*), it may have the meaning of a general rule that the deputy may act as the head of the department during an interregnum. The same

---

1 Perhaps what this statement (which sounds so amazing from the point of view of the spirit of Ismailism) really implies is a parallel to the administrative practice of the Omayyad (and perhaps early Abbasid) governments. On the death of a caliph, and before reliable news and official confirmation arrived about the election of his successor, the governor of the province, according to law, had to demand from his subordinates an oath of personal allegiance to himself. Thus during the period of the interregnum, real or merely technical, due to the non-reception of official news, he acted as the supreme ruler of the province. This was a well-established routine practice designed to avoid anarchy, and it may be possible that the Ismailis followed the same idea.
rience. Then it would be natural that the hujjat, the Imam’s deputy, the candidate to Imamship, would assume the authority of the Imam as soon as his father dies, and before the next Imam, in case not himself, but his brother is to succeed. This also explains the reference to ‘Ali as the incomparable hujjat (of the Prophet). We may add that in Persia in the next, IV/X c., for the hujjat a codeword was used — lâhiq, Plur. lâwâhiq, abstr. lâhiq.

Bâb. The most elusive of the terms used in the hierarchy, bâb, already existed in Shi‘ite circles at least by the beginning of the third/ninth c. In the KRH it appears twice, in references to the hierarchy, and the order invariably is: hujjat, bâb, dâ‘î. It is not easy to be sure whether such order implies that bâb was inferior to the hujjat in standing, if we accept the latter term in its implications of the Fatimid period. If we take that hujjat here means the Imam, then bâb at that period should stand for the later hujjat. There is, of course, nothing improbable in this. Although under the Fatimids bâb appears as the top of the hierarchy, there is apparently no indication as

1 In the Nizârî branch of the Ismailis, probably in the IX/X or X/XVI c., the principle was introduced that the hujjat (apparently only one) could only be appointed from amongst the closest relatives of the Imam (cf., “On the Recognition of the Imam”, Bombay, 1947, p. 11, note). Unfortunately for the student, the allusion to this is too obscure to see how the principle worked. It would be reasonable to suggest, however, that as the community in Persia was at that time small, and as there was a very small number of full time workers from amongst whom a hujjat could be appointed, the Imams were compelled to fill the vacancy with one of their own relatives who was expected to render faithful service for being personally interested in the preservation and prosperity of the authority of the Imams. Although this is merely a conjecture, perhaps it would be possible to suggest that an identical situation at the beginning of the Ismaili movement necessitated a similar arrangement, namely that the hujjat, the authoritative representative of the Imam, usually was one of his relatives. If we accept this theory, we may simultaneously also offer a possible explanation to the existence of such a remarkable variety of the version in the genealogy of the Fatimids.


to his functions. For me it is also not clear whether bâb is the same as the dâ‘î, dâ‘î, in the sense of the chief dâ‘î, as it appears in non-Ismaili literature, minister for religious propaganda.

Naqib. This term, meaning “officer,” “man in charge,” is very elusive because it neither shows its meaning from the implications of the original verb, nor does the context help to determine these. It is found in both KRH and KAG. The Naqib is accompanied by twelve of them, and these twelve, in the same manner as the hujjats, are allegorised by the twelve months of the year. In KAG the terms hujjat and naqib sometimes alternate, and the latter is connected with 12 jaziras. We may also remember that in the Abbasid propaganda by which they succeeded in bringing about the revolution, twelve naqibs with seventy followers were appointed.

It appears that out of the twelve naqibs of the Prophet Muhammad four were of a different standing from the other eight, that ‘Ali was the greatest naqib, and also the assistant and the hujjat of the Naqib, to whom the latter confided the esoteric knowledge. Three other naqibs, out of the first four, were sinners. If, taking into consideration Shi‘ite sentiment, we suppose that the first three, sinning naqibs were the first three caliphs, then who were the eight others? It is highly improbable that the Omayyads, “the tree cursed in the Koran,” could be in a Shi‘ite theory recognized as the naqibs of the Prophet. Besides, there were not eight, but fourteen of them. Still less can we expect the Abbasids to be treated as the naqibs. The eighth of them was al-Mu‘taṣim (218-237/833-842), but it would be difficult to believe that the work was composed during his reign, before 237/842. We have then to suggest that just as ‘Ali appears in a double capacity of the Wasi and, simultaneously as a naqib, then most probably the other eight naqibs are the seven Mutamads, and the eighth — the Mahdi. The first three caliphs, according to Shi‘ite belief, were usurpers, and the fourth, ‘Ali was the only legitimate caliph, the Amiru’l-mu’minin. His successors...
the Mutinns, were not de facto caliphs, while they were such de jure.

Unfortunately for the student, these fragments do not contain the names either of the Mutinns, nor of the eight remaining Muhajirs. It is not certain whether al-Hasan b. 'Ali was included in the seven, or whether the heptad started with al-Husayn.

Mahdi. The KRH is full of the spirit of Messianic expectations, and treats the Mahdi as the seventh Nāṭiq. He is to be the eighth Imam from the house of 'Ali and Fatima. The later term Qā’im, which came into use under the Fatimids, probably to avoid ambiguity in references to the caliph al-Mahdi, is here not used at all. The seventh Nāṭiq, or Mahdi, will not introduce a new shari’ah, and therefore will not have a Wasi', or Mutinns, to reveal its ta’wil. He will be the Judge of the Last Day, “coming (in quite a Christian way) in glory to judge the living and the dead.” His advent will apparently signify the end of the world.

The KAG devotes an interesting passage to the question of whether the Prophet Muhammad was the last Nāṭiq, and arrives at the conclusion that it was not so. I have already drawn the attention of students to the fact that the Fatimids made use of the old Shi'ite tradition according to which what is expected to be done by one Imam, and was not done, will be done by one of his successors, and that this will be as good as if done by himself. The Fatimids turned the idea of the promised Mahdi into a collective name, denoting the Fatimid dynasty. It was thus a collective Mahdi, the Fatimid Imams were all Muhajirs. Individuals were coming and passing, but the Mahdi as such remained continually working and ruling. Neither the KRH nor KAG contain any allusion to this. Their

1 The stress in such theory is on the physical, i.e. genealogical and dynastic continuity, probably intended, consciously or unconsciously, to avoid undesirable complications. There is nothing whatever in it to be connected with the fantastic theories of mystics about the transfer or transmigration of the spirit, incarnations, and other similar superstitions beliefs.

The fragments of the KRH do not contain any clue to the name of the Mahdi, the eighth in descent from 'Ali. If al-Hasan was treated as a Mutinn, then the eighth should have been 'Abdu'l-lāh b. Muhammad b. Ismā'il b. Ja'far as-Sādiq, who was probably a historic figure, and flourished towards the end of the second/eighth c. and the beginning of the next one. If the first Mutinn was al-Husayn, then the eighth should have been according to the Fatimid tradition, Alīnā al-Mahdi b. 'Abdi'l-lāh, the grand-father of al-Mahdi, the alleged author of the Encyclopaedia of Ikhwān al-safa', who was perhaps himself responsible for sending Ibn Hawshab to the Yemen. 1

We may add here a few words on other technical expressions in these texts, chiefly KRH, because the KAG, by its nature, uses very few technical terms. It is interesting to note that the terms mustajab and ma'dhirn, the first meaning an initiated member, “who has the right to ask questions about the doctrine,” and the second implying the initiated one who received permission to do preaching, do not appear in these books. They, however, very often figure in the works of Abū Hātim al-Razi and Abū Ya'rūq as-Sijistānī. Here in KRH the converts are called ascilīdā ("friends"), or aṣḥāb al-dā'ī, i.e. the dā'īs

1 The strange theory that the eighth Imam after 'Ali b. Abī Talib should become the seventh Nāṭiq and the expected Mahdi, and not the seventh, as was believed all through the Fatimid period, is obviously quite logical. If after every Wasi' or aṣdī, accompanying every Nāṭiq there should be seven Imams, then the next Nāṭiq should be obviously the eighth, and not the seventh descendant. It is quite possible that such apparent strangeness of the theory is a guarantee of its genuineness. It was perhaps later on sacrificed to the belief concerning the mystic implications of the number seven, when already the Fatimids had to count more than seven generations from their ancestor. As is known, they modified this early belief into the theory that the last Nāṭiq will be the seventh in his group of seven.
associates. Mu'āmin is the Ismaili, as distinguished from Muslim, a Muhammadan in general.

An interesting term is muhrim (in KRH), in the sense of the initiated convert. Perhaps in KAG we find its explanation, in the sense of one "who dons the ihram of the pilgrim, and, strengthened by the helping hand, is enabled to circumambulate the Ancient House of God." Under the latter, Ka'b, not the original Islamic sanctuary is meant, but the Imam, the qibla of the Isma'ilis.

The word maqam (so much used in Sufism) is given here wide meanings of office, duty, mission, as in KRH (the Wasi) yuqul bi-hi maqama-hu (i.e. Nātiq's).

The word makan has the meaning of the later term zuhur: bayn kull makan Nātiqayn.

For the idea of the fitrat, the period of the domination of one revealed shari'at, before it is abrogated and replaced with the law revealed to the next Apostle of God, according to the general Islamic ideas, here, instead of the latter term dawr, the author of the KRH uses waqt, which may be an earlier term. It is not easy to find out whether such use of the expression is purely individual. The term dawr, in the sense of the orthodox fitrat, seems to be already well developed in early Fatimid literature.

The KRH as represented by our fragments does not discuss such matters at length, but it seems worth noting that probably by the middle of the next century, as we can see from the Sulamun-najat by Abū Ya'qūb as-Sijistānī, already a gradation of periods of time in connection with the spiritual hierarchy was in existence. In a passage he refers to it as kawr, dawr, qirān, sinān. The first is apparently the complete cycle of seven millennia: Sahābu'l-kawr is al-Qā'im 'alayhi's-salām. He is superior to ashābu'l-adwār, i.e. Nātiq. The Nātiq, in his turn, is superior to the ashābu'l-qirān, or Alimmat, i.e. Matimms, the Imams. And the Matimm is superior to the ashābu's-sinān, i.e. lāhiq, or hujjats. Thus qirān is the Plur. form qarn (usually qurān). This expression gave so much trouble to the late de Goeje who, in his well-known "Memoire."
III.

THE BOOK OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
AND TRUE GUIDANCE.

(Kitāb ‘r-Rushd wa’l-Hidāyat).

Amongst the works of Abū Ya‘qūb Ishāq b. Ahmad as-Si‘zī, or as-Sijistani (perhaps, as is mentioned in some sources, surnamed Bandana), an eminent Ismaili dā‘ī in Persia who died probably soon after 360/971, there is an incomplete treatise on the principal dogma of Islam, under the title Sullamun‘n-Najat, “the Ladder to Salvation.” In all known copies, as I was assured by Isma‘ili experts, the work is incomplete at the end, and contains a kind of an appendix with the heading (jāla) Min Kitāb ‘r-Rushd wa’l-Hidāyat. At the end of it is stated that these are the “words” of Mansūr ‘l-Yāman, i.e. Ibn Ḥawshab, the famous early dā‘ī, who was sent in 266/880 to Aden.

The title and authorship of the Sullamun‘n-najat apparently do not evoke any doubt. The title is mentioned in the work itself, even twice. The author refers as to his own earlier work to al-Maqālidu‘l-Malakātiyya, which is obviously the same work as referred to (as simply Maqālid) by the famous specialist, Sayyid-nā Ḥamīd-ud-dīn al-Kirmānī, in his K. ar-Riyāḍ, analyzed further on in the paper on the “Early Controversy.” An extract from the Maqālid is given in the first volume of that valuable chrestomathy of Isma‘ili classics, the Majmū‘a‘t-Tarbiyyat by Sayyid-nā Mḥd b. ‘Alī b. Ḥārūn al-Ḥārīthi (d. 584/1188, cf. Guide, p. 53).

The Sullamun‘n-najat was obviously intended for the instruction of beginners. It explains the basic dogma of Islam in Isma‘ili interpretation: 1. God; 2. His Angels; 3. His revealed Books; 4. His Apostles; 5. Resurrection of the dead; 6. Judgment Day; and 7. Paradise and Hell. These basic principles (ma‘ālība‘d-dīn, as in KRG, or, as in KAG, adhīya‘d-dīn as-sab‘) are those which are mentioned in the Koran itself.
The text breaks on the fifth section (ba’th), after which comes the heading mentioned above. The appendix apparently has nothing to do with the Sullam, and there is no indication as to why, how, and when it has been added. The appendix does not form a continuous text, but consists of a number of fragments, shorter and longer, which, judging from their style, all belong to the same treatise. For this reason it is possible to believe that the colophon belongs to all of them, not to the last one only: najaż kalam Mansūrī’-Yaman nadādara’-lāh wajha-hu, i.e. “(here) ends the speech of Mansūrī’-Yaman, may God beautify his countenance.”

This raises many questions: why does the author, or rather scribe, use the expression najaż, which is rather unusual, instead of the usual tamn or intahā? The expression nadādara’-lāh wajha-hu seems to be comparatively modern (it appears in the Ismaili texts edited by S. Guyard, occasionally in the Druze works, etc.). It seems to be little used in the Fatimid literature. Perhaps a few disjointed leaves from KHR were at an early period incidentally added to a copy of the book, being mistaken for its continuation, and later, because of religious conservatism, remained unseparated. We need not take too seriously the statement of the colophon implying the authorship of Ibn Hawshab, because this is obviously based on tradition, and tradition always has a tendency to attribute every book to a suitable celebrity.

The internal evidence of these fragments supports the idea of their belonging to a very early period, perhaps really that of Ibn Hawshab. The work is full of the intense spirit of expectations of the Mahdi, the promised Messiah in the person of the last and seventh Nāṭiq. As a result of the influence of the popular and Ismailism, it would be impossible to think that such expectations could be expressed after the triumph of the Fatimids in 297/909. The book must have been compiled prior to that date.

Nothing definite may be suggested for the determination of the earliest date after which the book was composed. The author speaks about the impending advent of the Seventh Nāṭiq in terms implying an event belonging to the still remote future. He repeatedly refers to the seven Mutamms, i.e. Imams, the descendants of ‘Ali b. Abi Talib, who should precede the Mahdi. It would, however, be too incumbrance to catch the author on his word, and believe he was still writing before the expiry of the period of the seven Mutamms. This would lead to the belief that the treatise was written still in the second/eighth c. We have already discussed above (see p. 47) the names of the possible Nāṭiq, the Eighth lineal descendant of ‘Ali, whom the author might have in view, but all this is not very convincing, because he leaves us no key to the problem.

It may be argued that if we accept the theory of the authorship of Ibn Hawshab, it is possible that he, staying in his remote Yaman, could have written all this without any clear knowledge of the events, such as the Ismaili rising, known in history as the “Qarmatian invasion” of Syria in 290/902. Perhaps the book was composed even before that date, and, in fact, may be one of the earliest works of the Mansūrī’-Yaman. Unfortunately for us, however, there is no answer to such a question. The style of the work hardly justifies the theory that its author was an Arab. It is true that, having been so many times recopied during more than eleven centuries by people of limited education, the text was bound to accumulate all kinds of errors. It appears, however, that many of these most probably belong to the author himself, especially the use of words in a strange sense, extraordinary syntax, and expressions which probably were always unintelligible to readers. The impression thus created is that it is the work of a foreigner whose Arabic was not up to standard.

I offer here a tentative translation of the text based on two quite new copies, one of 1933, (A), and the other, (B), belonging to Mr. A.A.A. Fyzee, dated 1946. Both are hopelessly bad. The scribe of the second obviously
tried to introduce emendations which almost invariably make the text still more corrupt. It would therefore be futile to attempt preparation of an edition with such means at one's disposal, and the more reasonable course would be to postpone this until a better copy is found. Events, however, make such postponement generally inevitable. Owing to riots and other troubles in Bombay it is practically impossible to print or lithograph any Persian or Arabic text at present. Thus the matter has to wait.

In publishing this tentative translation I have to emphasise that it has been printed only because it is not so much the letter of the contents that here matters to the student as the spirit of the work. Its fragmentary character prevents us from forming a correct idea of its theories, but, nevertheless, leaves us sufficient opportunity to have a glance of that lost world, with its mentality, in which works of this kind were written.

A TRANSLATION OF THE
Kitābu'r-Rushd wa'l-Hidāyat.

Know, — may God have mercy on thee! — that the "name (of) Allāh" is (in Arabic) written with the help of seven letters, from which fourteen others can be derived. These are derived from their fifteen letters which symbolize the fact that every Nāṭiq is followed by twelve nāqīb, or "elders." Then the twelve letters (composing the words) ar-Rahmān ar-Rahīm, with the nineteen other letters which are derived from these, symbolize the fact that from the Nāṭiqs are derived the Imams, seven after each of them, with twelve hujjāts, thus making nineteen altogether.

The first words of the Koran are "in the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate." These words, in Arabic. Bismi'llāh, are written (with the help of) seven letters, from which twelve others can be derived. These are derived from the word Bismi'llāh allelogorically stand for the seven Nāṭiqs, great Prophets, and from these are derived twelve letters which symbolize the fact that every Nāṭiq is followed by twelve nāqīb, or "elders." Then the twelve letters (composing the words) ar-Rahmān ar-Rahīm, with the nineteen other letters which are derived from these, symbolize the fact that from the Nāṭiqs are derived the Imams, seven after each of them, with twelve hujjāts, thus making nineteen altogether.

1. Typically for such Kabballistic speculations, the authors always treat the letter, and not the sound which it denotes, as the basis, or element not only of speech, but idea, ma'ānī. It is therefore noteworthy that our author refers to the tongue and ear, emitting and receiving the sound.

2. On several occasions the author refers to various sūras under the titles which differ from those commonly accepted now. This may be a trace of some local school of reading the Qurān.

3. Concerning the term see p. 35.

4. The author adds the number of the hujjāts, twelve, to the number of the Imams probably as abstract and ideal figures, not as those of all the hujjāts which in fact existed during the period of the seven Mutu'muns.

5. Cf. above, p. 39. The same expression is also used further, on pp. 189 and 198 of the text, edited by Dr. M. Kamal Hussein.
the chapter al-Ḥamād opens the Book of God, so the “degrees of religion” open the door of knowledge of the religion of God.

There are letters in the Koran, standing at the beginning of certain sūras (used in their original value, not in numerical capacity). 1 They at first appear to be meaningless, (just as those at) the beginning of the chapter al-Baqara (ii), 2 or in others. The letter ālīf allegorizes the Nātīq, and ēm stands for the Wāṣi, while mīm symbolizes the Imam. This is what the letters a-l-m at its beginning stand for.

At the beginning of the chapter al-ʿlāf (viii) there stands the group aṣm-s. Here the letter ālīf symbolizes the Nātīq, ēm — the Wāṣi, mīm — the Mutimm Imām, 3 and sād — the ĥujjat of the Imam. At the beginning of the chapter Yūnus (x) there stands the group a-ṣr in which alīf refers to the Nātīq, ēm to the Wāṣi, while sād symbolizes the Mutimm Imam. The same applies to (other places) where sād appears in the beginning of the chapter. In the chapter al-Raʿd (xiii) there stands at the beginning a-l-m-ṣ...

... because both the diacritical dots which appear above the letter q are apparent, and also because qāṣ and nūn symbolize the Nātīqs and Imams. The single dot which is placed above the letter n, nūn, is similar to the true believer (muʾmin) because he openly professes only the

in the Ismaʿili Society’s “Collectanea”, vol. I, 1948. I shall further on refer here to that edition simply as “text”.

1 It is useful to recall the fact that hurrāfuʿl-maʿjam means simply letters of the alphabet, while al-hurrāfuʿl-maʿjama (as originally in the copy) would mean dotted letters. The initial letters in the Koran, referred to here, all are dotless, obviously because in the original Kufic script no diacritical dots were originally used.

2 The title of the second chapter is so consistently written in my copy for al-Baqara. In B the original form was obviously altered by the scribe.

3 Note that the Imām is here specified as the Mutimm, while it was not specified just above.

Here in both copies there is a lacuna.

Wall-ship (walāyat) of ʿAlī, which implies the plain aspect of “the knowledge of the Imam. He does not, however, discuss (in public) anything connected with the esoteric wisdom of the Imam (bāṭin ʿilmī-hā). Likewise, the dia
critical dot above its apparent bearer (jumq ṣāḥibī-hā) has as its position (mustaqarru-hā) the letter nūn, symbolizing esoteric wisdom, which is concealed, — such is its sym bol. 4 When the five diacritical dots (ʿumāṭ) 4 come together, and are added to the fourteen letters, the total thus becomes nineteen, and this forms yet another symbol for those nineteen, namely the seven Imams and twelve ĥujjats.

The number of the chapters of the Koran is 114, which is symbolical. 5 If this number is divided... the end of each of the nineteen parts, and their beginning... the number testify the other. This (refers) to the Mutimm.

1 The author apparently speaks of several terms written with the help of dotted letters. The implications of this far fetched simile are obviously connected with the fact whether the diacritical dot, belonging to the letter ēm, in its connected form, is written or not, as in an-Nātīq. If it is not written, then it is “concealed”.

2 The word which appears here in A reads as ṣalāḥiyat (greetings), or nukhbat (chosen ones), while in B it is left without dots. It seems to me that this is ʿumāṭ, diacritical dots, belonging to the terms which have been mentioned in the complete text. The expression is not a very common one, and this is probably why the words were much mutilated in the process of re-copying.

3 The sentence which follows seems to be quite meaningless in both manuscripts, most probably because portions of it have been omitted. It is easy to locate the probable lacunas, “If this number is divided” — how? Here is certainly the first lacuna. The word harṭ most probably stands for fuzʿ or fawḍ, meaning the parts into which the Koran should be thus divided: harṭ apparently gives no sense at all. Another lacuna must be after qabītu-hā, because there is no obvious grammatical connection in these words. Mystics are never good with figures: if 114 is divided by seven, it will give 16, not 14 or 19, plus two, upsetting all the symbolism further on. In order to get 19, it is necessary to divide 114 by six, not seven. It is difficult to see in what connection the author’s references stand to the six waqs (or dauw) of the earlier Nātīqs.
Inams and twelve hujjats, because between the appearance of each two successive Nāṭiqs it is they who fulfil their mission (maqāmātu-hum). The period of time (waqāt) between Muḥammad and the Mahdi is the “sixth time” (al-waqāt as-sādīs). Muḥammad is the sixth Nāṭiq, the Koran was revealed to him, and the number of its chapters refers to the six periods (al-waqāt as-sātīs) between the seven Nāṭiqs, seven Inams, and twelve hujjats. There is also another symbol contained in the chapters of the Koran, namely that of the seven Mutimm Inams between every two successive Nāṭiqs.

Similarly, with regard to the Koran, the first chapter symbolizes Muḥammad, because it was he who delivered it, and after it, continuing the chapters by seven, we find (each seventh of) them containing the mention of Muḥammad, in a like manner, in each seven, to the end of the Koran. At the same time (each group of) seven chapters, by their number, symbolize every complete group of seven Mutimm between each two Nāṭiqs. They refer in their contents to the Seventh of the Nāṭiqs who is due to come by the commandment of God, and the order that is going to be fulfilled (amr ḥādith). In every seven chapters in which there is a mention of (any) commandment and order to be fulfilled (amr ḥādith) there is an indication of the ḥādīth of the Nāṭiq who is to come after Muḥammad (ṣī‘a muḥāfiz), as well as a reference to and mention of Muḥammad (ṣī‘a wa ‘alā ḥādīth). This is because it also refers to his mission (maqām) and the missions of those Nāṭiqs who come before him, as also to the Nāṭiq who is to come after him, his descendant, and seven Inams, also from his progeny, just as the Inams between the Nāṭiqs who...  

---

1 It seems useful to save space, to adopt this transliteration of the usual “initials” of the formula of the invocation of blessings upon the Prophet. In a text such as this it may matter on certain occasions, and therefore it would be unwise to omit it altogether.

2 In the manuscripts there is no lacuna here, although its presence is quite obvious. The impression that this text creates is that the copyists, finding it very difficult to follow the contents, soon give it up, and write mechanically, easily overlooking words, or even whole lines.
of the Coran is that it is the Book which was sent down to Muhammad. It is said in it (xli, 43) "naught is said to thee but what was said to the apostles before thee." This is a reference to Muhammad, and an address to him. It is also said in it (xli, 25): "those who do not believe do not listen to this Qur'an," which is exclusively associated with this particular Apostle of God.

Then after the chapter H. M. as-Sajda there are six others, and the seventh is al-Fil (xlii), which opens with "verily, We have given thee a glorious victory" — verily God will give victory (or: bliss) to the believers by the manifestation of the Seventh of the Nātiq, and also to the progeny (ahl bayt) of the Apostle of God (s.f. wa al-hi).

Then begins a new group of seven after this chapter which is followed by al-Hajrat (xlii). It opens with "O ye who believe! do not anticipate God and His Apostle." The latter is Muhammad. After this sura there follow six chapters, and the seventh is al-Waqi'a (vi) with what is mentioned in connection with its advent (i.e. of the Resurrection), and this implies the time (waqt) of the manifestation of the Seventh of the Nātiq.

Then begins a new group of seven chapters, with al-Hadid (vi) following the preceding sura. It is stated in it (verse 9): "He is it who sends down upon His slave manifest signs," and this refers to Muhammad. And it is stated in it also (verse 28): "O ye who believe, fear God and believe in His Apostle. He will give you two shares of His mercy." The Apostle, referred to here, is Muhammad. The words "two shares" promised to those who believe in Muhammad (mean) that God sent to them two Nātiq from His Apostles, because "mercy" (raḥmat; in tawall denotes the apostles (rasul). Then Muhammad is the Apostle of God, and the second Nātiq, (who is to come) from his progeny, is al-Mahdi, the Seventh of the

---

1 The usual name of the XXXII sura is as-Sajda.
2 This chapter, XLI, is usually called "Fusṣilat".
Nātiqs. Similarly, "two shares of mercy" may also mean two doses, lots, etc., because the word kifl, share, denotes also portion, part. "And He will make a light for you to walk in" (verse 28) refers to the light of the true esoteric-religion (nūrūd-dā וה_profiles'haqqīl-bāτīn), and the covenant to which they call the people, as has been mentioned, commented upon, and explained above. "And He will forgive you" (v. 28) means: by the covenants which will purify you. "And God is forgiving, merciful" (end of verse 28) — the meaning was explained above.

Then, after the chapter al-Hādiq, there follow six sūras, and the seventh is al-Taghābūn (lxxiv). The day of taghābūn, "cheating," is the Day of the Resurrection. This chapter, by its number, alludes to the seven Mutinms, and to the Seventh of the Nātiqs (because) Resurrection is mentioned in it. After this chapter follows al-Talq (lxxv), which opens with: "O thou Prophet! when you divorce women, then divorce them at their term." (Thus) Muhammad is mentioned in it.

After it there follow six chapters, and the seventh is al-Jinn (lxxii), in which are found the words (v. 25-26): "until when they see what they are threatened with, then shall they surely know who is most weak at helping and fewest in numbers. Say, I know not if what ye are threatened with be nigh, or if my Lord will set for it a term." The words "what you are threatened with" imply the time (waqt) of the manifestation of the Seventh of the Nātiqs, — this is the "Hour" as-Sā'at, xlii, 10: "and what shall make thee know whether haply the Hour is nigh?" The chapter al-Jinn, by its number, alludes to the seven Mutinms, and to the Seventh of the Nātiqs by references contained in it. It is followed by the chapter al-Muzammil (lxxiii). This name is addressed to Muhammad (sīlām).

After it there come six sūras, and the seventh is Abū-īsā wa tawallā (lxx). It contains the words (v. 33): "but when the stunning noise shall come" which refer to the time (waqt) of the manifestation of the Seventh of the Nātiqs. It (thus) by its number alludes to the seven Mutinms, and, by a reference to the "stunning noise," to the Seventh of the Nātiqs, which is the period of the yahūr.

After it comes the chapter "Ibdhā'ish-shamsu 'kwāvirat" (lxxvi). The sun is a symbol of the Nātiqs, i.e. Muhammad. This chapter is followed by six more (and the seventh is) al-Ghāshiha (lxxviii), which opens with "Has there come to thee the story of the overwhelming?", which means the time (waqt) of the manifestation of the Seventh of the Nātiqs. By its number it alludes to all the seven Mutinms, and by the mention of the Resurrection alludes to the Seventh of the Nātiqs.

Then follows the chapter al-Fājar (lxxix) in which Muhammad is directly addressed in the words (verse 5): "Hast thou not seen how thy Lord did with Xd?" The dawn (fājar) is a symbol of the Nātiqs. This sūra (thus) refers to Muhammad. It is followed by six other chapters, and the seventh is (the one which opens with): Isra' bi-smī Rabbi-ha (cxvi), "Recite in the name of thy Lord who created man from congealed blood." It thus opens with a commandment and order, the words "recite, etc." By its number it alludes to all the Mutinms, and refers to the Seventh of the Nātiqs by the implication of the commandment, and the order which is to be fulfilled.

It is followed by the sūra which opens with the words (cxvi): Imdin anzulihā hu fi laylati'qadr, i.e. "Verily, We sent it down on the Night of Power. And what shall make thee know what the Night of Power is?" This is what was revealed to Muhammad (sīlām). After it there follow six chapters, and the seventh is al-Futūmat (cxv) in which (verse 6) it is said: "(It is) the fire of God kindled, which rises above the hearts." This refers to the time (waqt) of the manifestation of the Seventh of the Nātiqs which is implied in the reference to the hutmā, "devouring fire," which is associated with his manifestation.

1 Usually called al-Hamza.
Then follows the chapter *al-Fîl* (cv), which opens with the words: "Hast thou not seen what thy Lord did with the people of the elephant?" This is a direct address to Muhammad (ṣîn). After this there follow six chapters, and the seventh is *al-Ikhlāṣ* (ceu) (opening with): "Say: He, God, is one." It is, as they say, the most perfect form of the profession of the oneness of God (awliyâ'at) which signifies the time (uqât) of the manifestation of the Seventh of the Nâtîqûs. It (thus) alludes to all the seven Mut immûs by its number, and to the Seventh of the Nâtîqûs by being the perfect expression of the profession of the oneness of God and perfection of religious beliefs which are (associated with) the time (uqât) of his manifestation.

Thus is completed the division of the number of the chapters of the Koran into groups of seven (tasâbî'). It refers to the seven Mut immûs and seven Nâtîqs. There remain (however) two suras, i.e. *al-Falaq* and an-Nâs (ceu and euvi). We may add both these suras to (our scheme of) groups of seven. The words (ceuivi, l): "Say: I seek refuge in the Lord of the daybreak (allâh akbar) (generally) to the Nâtîqûs because the dawn is the advance of the morning in the sky," and the words (euvi, n): "Say: I take refuge with the Lord of power" refers to the hadd, rank, of the Mut immûs. It is because the position of men is on the surface of the earth which is from the "second rank" (al-hadd ath-thâni).

Thus this system of proofs is supported by the arrangement of the Koran and the number of its chapters. If thou countest those of them in which Muhammad (ṣîn) is mentioned, which (also) refer to (all the) Nâtîqs (generally), (thou wilt find) that they number 14....

... Muhammad, they refer to the seven Mut immûs. Of these there are also fourteen suras. Those suras which refer only to the Nâtîqs (also) refer to them (i.e. Mut immûs?), and the suras which refer to the Mut immûs allude to all seven of them (*tamâm as-sab'{). The Seventh of the Nâtîqûs is also referred to in them. They also contain the double allusion to the fact that every Nâtîq has a *shari'ât*, the system of religious law, which was not introduced before him, and that every Mutimm merely completes the law of the Nâtîq who preceded him. Thus for every Nâtîq there are two suras as testimonies, just as in the case of every Mutimm because there are fourteen in favour of the Nâtîqs and as many in the case of the Mut immûs. This also proves that every Nâtîq must for certain have a Wâsi to complete his mission (maqâmahu), and that (similarly) every Mutimm must also have hujjâts 1 to have his mission (maqâmahu) completed, because the basis of his maqâm (mission) is the religion (which belongs) to the Nâtîqs or, because the foundation of the religious mission, maqâmîd-din, belongs to the Nâtîqs?.

The Mut immûs are seven, as has been already mentioned above. If therefore there are altogether fourteen suras in the Koran which prove the truth of the Nâtîqs, and a like number similarly proving that of the Mut immûs, there are 28 suras altogether, and their number corresponds with the total number of the letters of the (Arabic) alphabet, which is the basis of every kind of speech. After such system of proof there remain only two additional suras, just as in the alphabet there are two coupled letters, lâm and alîf. These letters are just as those suras, because they (have been joined) for being returned, together with other letters, into speech. Similarly, the two suras, are returned in the proof of what has already been mentioned. Both these suras, namely *al-Falaq* (ceuivi) and an-Nâs (euvi) indicate the two haddûs, or degrees. The possessors of such two haddûs, degrees or ranks (âshâhûl-khaðayn) have already been mentioned in the preceding suras. 2 The coupled letters, lâm and alîf, are added to the 28 (ordinary)

1 In A "then five suras after it".
2 The author, very unfortunately, does not explain what it means, and what is the "first hadd". Perhaps the latter refers to the world of angels?
3 Another lacuna, interrupted by the words: "which complete..." Apparently only a short passage is missing.

1 Here it is simply said : min hujjâts, "some" hujjâts, not exactly twelve, which is perhaps the total of the hujjâts during the whole period of the seven Mut immûs.
2 These are obviously the Nâtîq and the Wâsi.
letters, and symbolize the seven Ṣaʿlāqīs, seven Wasīs, seven degrees (or steps to) the religion (marāʿibhād-dīn as-sabāb), which exist at every period of time, and the seven Mutamīns Imams (al-Aʿīmmat al-Mutamīmūn), thus making a total of twenty eight.

The two joint letters are like Muhammad and 'Ali, because alif stands (generally) for Ṣaʿlāqī at the beginning of (various) sûras, and lam symbolizes Wasī. They have been already included amongst the letters of the alphabet, and we also mentioned (the position of Muhammad amongst the Ṣaʿlāqīs, and also the Wasīs. The letter y (yā) at the end of the name of Mahdi, who is the last of the Imams and the Ṣaʿlāqīs, is the last of all the letters. It stands at the end as a proof of the truth of all the sharī'ats which appeared before him (i.e. the Prophet), and that after him the advent of no new sharī'at is predicted, in the way in which the (early) Ṣaʿlāqīs used to predict the advent of each other. In this way Moses predicted the advent of Jesus (saying): "after me there will come to you the Masih, Messiah" [not in the Koran]. The Jews expect him to this day. Jesus predicted the advent of Muhammad (sūn), as is said in the Koran (ix. 6): "and giving you glad tidings of an apostle who shall come after me whose name shall be Ahmad." Similarly, Muhammad predicted the advent of al-Mahdi (may mercy from him be on us). He indicated that al-Mahdi will complete both the degrees, namely the degree of Prophethood and the rank of the Waṣī. He is the "Completer" (al-khāṭām), and the completer occupies a higher position than the completed, makhtām. In this way al-Mahdi is the highest limit of both degrees, their completer.

We may add that the letter y, in accordance with the numerical value of letters of the alphabet, signifies ten, and the Seventh Ṣaʿlāqī is the tenth after Muhammad, 'Ali and the seven Mutamīns the Mutamīms from their progeny. He is also the Seventh of the Ṣaʿlāqīs, and, at the same time, the eighth (thāmin) after (sic. ba'd) the Mutamīms. It is to this that the word of God (lix. 7) refers as "seven nights and eight days". Here the word "nights" refers to the Wasīs, and "days" refers to the Ṣaʿlāqīs, because night comes after the end of the day, while after al-Mahdi there will be no (new) system of the ta'wil which will be practised by a Wasī: there will be no (new) Ṣaʿlāqī after (that) "night". As God says (lxxv, 26-31): "then We have cleft the earth asunder," — and the earth signifies a Wasī, — "and made to grow therefrom the grain and the grape, and the hay, and the olive, and the palm, and gardens closely planted, and fruits and grass." And the meaning of the "grasse" is 'Ali, with the seven Imams from his descendants and the Eight, the Mahdi, the Seventh of the Ṣaʿlāqīs.

The Mahdi's name is Muhammad, or rather he has two names, each of which are written with the help of four letters. At the end of one of these there is the letter d (dāl), while at the end of the other there is y (yā). The letter d stands at the end of the name Muhammad, who is the Apostle of God, while y stands at the end of the name 'Ali. It implies that it comprises the whole of the revelation (tanzil) preached by Muhammad, as also the whole of the esoteric doctrine, ta'wil, preached by 'Ali. (This is the proof of its comprising everything. The end of his name is the last letter, and the end of everything is its limit (ghāyat). Thus he (Mahdi) possesses the knowledge of both of them (i.e. the Prophet and 'Ali) to the fullest extent, just as his name comprises all the names.

We may add that the combined letter, lam-alif, symbolizes Muhammad and 'Ali in his sanctity (wulādat), or his birth, descent (wulādat) in view of his comprising the degrees of both Muhammad with his Prophethood, and 'Ali with his Waṣī-ship. Similarly in these letters there are (allusions to) the names of the Ṣaʿlāqīs who came before him, which are limited to twenty five letters. Thus there remain, to complete 28, three letters. The names of the

1 This does not mean that the expected Mahdi will not be a Ṣaʿlāqī, but there will be no more Ṣaʿlāqīs after him.
2 This obviously refers to the Mahdi.
Waṣīs are limited to 24, out of the 28, thus there remain four. It has been mentioned above that four is the ḥadd, degree, of the Nāṭiqs and three is the ḥadd of the Waṣīs, and that the maqām, contents (?) of the religion of God at every period of time consists of nine ḥudūd (points?) which, surely, have to be complete. And four for the Nāṭiq mean that he certainly must have a Waṣī, just as four certainly also contain three. With these figures seven is complete.

This is the end of the section (jāsl). May God bless our Lord Muḥammad with his Pure Descendants, and save them all!

... And His words (xvi, 103): “and whenever We change one verse for another, (God knows best what He sends down)” mean that one Imam follows the other. They are (therefore) Abād, “substitutes,” with their ḥujjats and dāʿās, because God substitutes an Imam for his predecessor. He says (vii, 186): “They will ask you about the ‘Hour,’ for what time it is fixed — say: the knowledge of this is only with God (that is, in the Book); none shall manifest it at its time but He. It is heavy in the heaven and the earth. It will not come to you of a sudden,” etc. And He also says (xxxiii, 63): “People will ask thee about the ‘Hour.’ Say: the knowledge thereof is with God. And what is to make thee perceive that the ‘Hour’ is haply nigh?” And He says (lxix, 42-43): “They will ask thee about the ‘Hour,’ for when it is set whereby canst thou mention it?” (To the end of the chapter). The “Hour” is the manifestation of the Mahdi, the Nāṭiq, the Seventh of the Nāṭiqs. God has concealed the time of his manifestation from His Prophet and from all men, but asserted in His Book this (His) firm decision (taʾlīd) to His Prophet because it was His ordinary way (ṣunnat) with all the Nāṭiqs who came before him (i.e. Muḥammad), not to reveal the time in which He was going to send any one of them. And His word ṣhaqīqat, “became heavy,” refers to the Imams and ḥujjats who (also) do not know the time of his advent. “It will come to you of a sudden” (vii, 186). This is the day in which the days have become (divided into groups of) seven days, changing in accordance with the movements of the seven luminaries and spheres (under the command) of God.

The Imams observe the renaissance (sharī`a) founded by the seven Nāṭiqs. (Itus) the position of the Imams has become like that of night, symbolizing the position of the ḥujjats (marāṭibu′l-A'imma šarāt al-layāli tadall 'alā marāṭibu′l-hujjat). The noon has become a symbol (mathal) of the Imam, and night of the hujjat. This may be proved in the way as follows: the words layl and nahr (night and noon) are written with the help of seven letters, just as the words Imām and hujjat. “A night” (layl), requires four letters, just as Imām, and the “day” (yawn), after it, requires three letters, as hujjat. This indicates that the hujjat may become an Imām (in due course) after his Imam, and before the next Imam, and that the Imam [who] was a hujjat to an Imam (la-hu) before he himself had become an Imam, because the day implies the noon, and this symbolizes the Imam. With regard to the three letters of which the word hujjat is composed, they indicate that he must become a hujjat before he becomes an Imam. The word layl, night, consists of three letters, like hujjat, while the four letters in the word Imām refer to him, what he will become later on having been (before) a hujjat to an Imam (hujjatu-l-hujjat)...

The same matter is indicated by seven letters, and this is also why the words “year” and “sun” are of feminine gender, while they symbolize the Imam, and why the words “month” and “moon,” symbols of the hujjat, are of masculine gender. The word nahr, noon, is a symbol of the Apostle of God, the Nāṭiq (ar-Rasūl an-Nāṭiq), while layl, night, is a symbol of the Mutim Imām (al-Imāmu-l-Mutimm). The word nahr, noon, is again a symbol in the sense that it is applied to the Mutim Imam, while layl, night, is applied to the hujjat. This is because the twelve hours of the day indicate the light of the sun, while
the twelve hours of the night indicate moonlight. In the same way the Apostle of God — the Nātiq is accompanied by twelve naqibs who call humanity to (follow) his plain teaching (lslm ar-Rasūl az-zāhir), i.e. the revelation (tasāl), symbolized by the light of the sun, while the Mutimm Imam is followed by twelve hujjats who call humanity to (follow) the esoteric teaching of the Mutimm (lslm al-Mutimm al-bātin), i.e. ta'wil, which is symbolized by the moon, just as the tasāl, plain revelation, is symbolized by the moon, while the ta'wil is also "night."

The Apostle of God does not preach the ta'wil, and does not reveal it. He only communicates it to his greatest naqib, deputy, who is his hujjat and wasī. The latter does not preach the ta'wil personally, he merely transfers it to his hujjat who preaches it and calls humanity to follow him. The hujjats learn from him the esoteric knowledge (lslm al-bātin). This is why the Imam and hujjat are symbolized by the moon and night, respectively.

Similarly the year, on the same (lines) serves as a symbol. The sun and the days that are lit with it, are divided into groups of seven (tasābī), symbolizing the seven Imams, because seven symbolizes them. It is also because the sun is a symbol of the Imam, and the twelve months, connected with the rotation of the moon, are symbols of the hujjats, because their number is twelve, and the latter is their symbol. The Moon (also) is a symbol of the hujjat. The four days that remain after dividing the days of the year into groups of seven symbolize the four sacred luminaries which themselves are a symbol of the four naqibs of the Apostle of God, and (those) of the hujjats whose position is higher than the rank of others. God, praise be to Him, says (ix, 36): "Verily, the number of months with God is twelve months" — which refers to the naqibs and hujjats, "on the day when He created the heavens and the earth," — i.e. the day when He sent the Nātiqs and appointed Nātiqs to the Wasīs. — "of

these four are sacred," — i.e. the four naqibs whose rank is higher. — Then He says: "such is the firmly established religion. Do not let yourselves commit sins in these months." This means: such is the religion firmly established, which pleases Him, and which He raised for them (the humanity). Do not make yourselves open for sin by ignoring it, because whoever ignores the saints of God, and becomes attached to others, commits a sin.

The offices (naqādāt) of Apostles, Wasīs, Imams, and hujjats are institutions introduced by God (hādīd-lāh), as also what is established in the way of God’s commandments (farā'īd) and His practices (sunan). Whoever opposes the command of God concerning these, commits a sin.

The same applies to the position of the twenty eight luminaries, which are also divisible into groups of seven (tasābī), and in every seven, one, one of their number, is the higher naqib who is (like) the Wasī of the Apostle of God, receiving his knowledge while the other three do not. This is like the four corners of the Ka'ba, on four sides. One of them is open, and is touched (by the pilgrims) while three others are covered, and out of the four sides one is the qibla, in the direction of which the faithful pray. Its significance (hadd) is greater than that of other three sides, whether the East, or West, or North, or South.

In this sense God mentions in His Book the four winds, saying (li, 41): "We sent against them a destructive wind." Or, in another place (xxx, 45): "And of His signs is that He sends forth the winds with glad tidings." And yet in another place (vii, 55): "He it is who sends forth the winds as heralds before His mercy." Thus there are four winds (mentioned here). The 'aqim, devastating, is like the naqib, who possesses the knowledge, but does not transfer it (to any one), and does not preach it (as it should) because He calls it (xv, 22) "fertilisers."

1 As every one can realise, the direction of the qibla varies with the change of the geographical position of the country. In India it would be West, in Marocco-East, in Caucasus-South, etc.

2 The taurāqūl are those varieties of breeze which are favourable for fertilisation of the palm tree which, as is well-known,
fertilising breeze from which are not derived the zephyrs which bring glad tidings is like the naqib who (only) preaches the plain doctrine (‘ilm) of the Apostle of God, bringing only that message which the Prophet has brought.

God, praise be to Him, says to His Apostle (ṣīm) (xxiii, 44): “Verily, We have sent thee as a witness and a herald of glad tidings, and a warner.” It means that the Apostle of God preaches only the plain doctrine of the revelation (ẓahiru’l-tanzil).

The winds which He (vii, 55) “sends as heralds before His mercy” are like the chief naqib who is the nearest to the Apostle of God, because “mercy” is a symbol of the Apostle of God. God says (xxi, 107): “We have only sent thee as a mercy to the worlds.” Thus “mercy” means the Prophet. The winds of glad tidings are the Wāṣi who spread what the Apostle of God intends for the faithful from the knowledge of ta’lil after his death. While the Prophet is living, he, the Wāṣi, acts as his assistant, helping him in his mission. The proof that one of the four helps to spread the doctrine (‘ilm) of the Apostle of God while the other three do not, are the words of God concerning these winds (li, 42): “the devastating wind that left naught on which it came without turning it into ashes.”

This indicates that this particular naqib, one of the three, kills in accordance with the plain punishment prescribed by the Apostle of God, but does not revive (anyone) by his esoteric knowledge (‘ilmu’l-bātin). God says (xv. 22): “And We sent forth the fertilising winds, and made water descend from the sky, and we gave it to you to drink, nor is it ye who store it up.” By “water” religious knowledge (‘ilm) is meant. The sky means the Apostle of God. He does not say “we made fertilising breezes blow,” because other breezes cannot impregnate. This indicates that the knowledge (‘ilm) descends to the faithful from the heaven not through the services of that particular naqib is either male or female. Obviously only a soft breeze can transfer the spores from the male tree to the female, and not strong winds.

God says (xxx, 45): “And of His signs is this that He sends forth the winds with glad tidings to make you taste of His mercy, and to make the ship go at His bidding.” From this it appears that that naqib preaches and teaches only the ordinary (ẓahir) doctrine (‘ilm) of the Apostle of God. God says: “to make you taste of His mercy,” not “to make you taste of these winds,” which bring glad tidings. “Mercy” means the Apostle of God, and implies that His doctrine (‘ilm) is not given through the hands of this naqib, one of the three. “The ship to go at His bidding” means that “the ship” is other than those three and is like the fourth naqib who goes at the bidding of the Apostle of God preaching the esoteric doctrine (yad’d bi-bātin ‘ilmu’l-hi).

God said (vii, 55): “He it is who sends forth the winds with glad tidings before His mercy,” — to the end of the verse, — “hapsly you may remember.” The meaning of such glad tidings is explained by (the picture of) the winds carrying heavy clouds, i.e. dā’is. The “dead city” (mentioned in the verse) is that in which the inhabitants (exclusively) follow only the outer side of the religion (‘ilmu’z-ẓahir). There is no (spiritual) life in it which would drive it (the city) to the Truth (al-Ḥaqiq). The words (vii, 55): “And We sent down thereon water” means the sending down of religious knowledge (‘ilmu’l-dīn), symbolized by water. “And We brought forth with it every kind of fruit” refers to those believers who answer the dā’wat anywhere. The descendants of the Prophet (ahd bayt) in such a city are the “fruits” owing to their knowledge.

“Thus do We bring forth the dead” means that the ignorant are in this way saved from the death of ignorance. “Perhaps you may remember” means that perhaps you may see the vegetation of the trees grown through the water in the ẓahir, and will through this remember the explanations of the mu’tamin based on the knowledge of religion (‘ilmu’l-dīn). Their deliverance from ignorance is similar to the growth of the plants and fruits from the soil. The “glad tidings” are the Wāṣi, and it is he who sends
the dā'is, in whose hands is (spiritual) life, as God says (ii, 169): "in the clouds that are pressed into service betwixt heaven and earth." This refers to the Imam and hujjat, serving and obedient, well trained (al-šāmāl), who calls (humanity to follow) the plain doctrine of the Imam (‘ilmul-Imām as-ṣārīr) and the esoteric teaching of the hujjat (‘ilmul-hujjat al-bāṭin). The fall of the shower from the cloud symbolizes the (reception of the) knowledge (‘ilm) which is heard from the dā'is. (From the shower plants begin to grow, just as the mu'min (spiritually) grows by religious education (‘ilmul-d-din)."

... God says (xiii, 13): "He it is who shows you the lightning for fear and hope: and He brings up the heavy clouds... (and so forth, to the words)... only in error." The words "shows you the lightning" mean the seeking after the Truth, sent to the followers of the plain religious doctrine (aḥlu'z-ṣārīr) which leads them out from the punishment for ignorance. The words "brings up heavy clouds" refer to the dā'is who bring stores of knowledge (kunūzul-‘ilm). "The thunder praises," i.e. searching after the Truth, "and the angels too for fear of Him," means that by "angels" the hujjat is referred to. They are called angels, malā'ika, for what the Imams made them possess (m-l-k) of the knowledge of religion (‘ilmul-d-din), righteousness (al-ḥiḍāya).

And (about) flashes of lightning: God says (vii, 139): "and Moses fell down in a swoon," i.e. obedient, speechless, unable to answer.

The meaning of (xiii, 15) "as one who stretches out his hand to the water that it may reach his mouth, but it reaches it not" is that one (stretches out his hands) to the learned of his community, asking them for the esoteric meaning which constitutes the living force of religion (al-

1 Here follows a passage apparently so hopelessly disfigured by accumulated errors in the course of repeated transcription that it presents no connected sense.

2 Here the play of words refers to the root m-l-k, to possess from which the word malā'ika, angels, is derived.

The words of God (xxx, 41-49): "sends forth winds to stir up clouds; then He spreads them forth over the sky as He pleases... (till the words)... He is mighty over all." The beginning of the phrase refers to the esoteric meaning of the teaching of the Apostle of God (‘ilmul-Rasūl). God spreads it "as He likes." "He scatters them" (i.e. clouds) means that He appoints the dā'is, bābūs and hujjatūs, sending them to various places. "Pieces," kisaf, of clouds, symbolize sects and parties (al-firāq wa'-l-qita). "And you see the rain come forth amongst them" means that the knowledge of ra'āt comes from the dā'is and bābūs, and is heard from them (by the people). They discuss it all, and it becomes the lot of (all of them).

"And when (verse 48) He causes it to fall upon whom He pleases of His slaves, behold they hail it with joy... (to the words)... confused." This last word means perplexed (and refers to) those who do not know the true teaching (‘ilmul-haqq) or the path to salvation. (xxx, 49): "Look then at the vestiges of God's mercy." These symbolize Muhammad and the one who will come after him (i.e. Mahdi). The word athar is written with the help of three letters. "It (=rain) quickens the earth after its death" (again three letters). This means that He appoints the hujjatūs with dā'is, after a period during which they were not active, thus reviving with their help those who respond (to the preaching) after their having been dead in ignorance. "Verily, that is the quickener of the dead," bringing people back from the death in ignorance to the life in knowledge, as it is mentioned in the Koran that "mercy" means the Prophet. He, — exalted be His name, — says (xxi, 107): "We have not sent thee except as a mercy to the worlds..." 2

1 In the text wa huwa ba'id min-hum, obviously an error for min-hu, i.e. from the knowledge that is sought.
2 Here there is again a lacuna in the text. It seems that the author returns to the matters discussed at the end of p. 71 and beg. 73, where he discusses the verse XXX, 45. It may
...The "ship" (fīlūk) (xxx, 45) symbolizes the naqib, and also the preaching of the esoteric doctrine (da'wāt'l-bātin), i.e. the Waṣi; and (further in the verse 45) fādil, "grace" again symbolizes the Waṣi, while ni'mat, benefaction, refers to the Apostle of God. Such are their allegorical names in the esoteric teaching, bātin, wherever they are found in the Book of God, just as in what God said to His Prophet Muhammad (ṣl'm) (xxii, 11): "and for the sake of the benefaction of Thy Lord tell it"... i.e. for the sake of the Nātīq, the Apostle of God, who is coming after thee from amongst thy descendants. And He said (xxxii, 20): "and others who beat about in the earth craving the benefaction (fādil) of God," i.e. those who are craving the teaching of the hikjats from the wisdom of the Waṣi ("ilma'l-hajj min ilmi'l-Waṣi in ta'wil. The expression fādil'l-lāh, the benefaction of God, consists of seven letters: just as the words Rasūl and Waṣi (together).

Concerning the words (of God) (iii, 163): "And do not count those who are killed in the way of God as dead, but living with their Lord, provided for... (till the words)... those left behind them." The words "do not count those" (refers to those) who were overpowered by the traitors and atheists, defeated (while fighting) for the cause of God, i.e. the Waṣi. ("Do not regard them) as dead, but living"... i.e. living by the knowledge of the right way (ilmu'l-hudā) (which is in the possession) of their Waṣi, i.e. protector. "They are provided for" means that they hear the wisdom (hikma). "Rejoicing in what God has given them of His benefaction (fādil)," i.e. with what has reached them of the benefaction of the Apostle of God.

The words of God (ii, 257): "The right way has been distinguished from the wrong, and who disbelieves in Tāghūt and believes in God, he has got hold of the rope of salvation (furcatul-acuthqā)." The Apostle of God i-sawāb, justice, and the Waṣi is rūshād, uprightness:

also be due to the confusion in the order of the leafs on which the fragments were written.

1 In B here stands at-fadil, instead of at-fulk, which may be some one's emendation.

with these words consist of seven letters. ("There is no disapproval of faith") means that God does not dislike anyone who believes. ("The right way) has been distinguished (from the wrong"), i.e. God explained to His Apostle the position (naqām) of 'Ali, i.e. the Waṣi, i.e. rūshād, uprightness. The following of him is uprightness (distinguished) from what is opposite to it. By this He means an offender, trespasser. Such offender Tāghūt is when he criminally disobeys the Waṣi. Such is disobedience (fikhyān) as opposed to being faithful (imān), i.e. being the one who rejects the rebel and remains loyal to... 2 "he has hold of the rope of salvation (which is) in the Waṣi-ship in it (?)," after the Prophet and in the Imamāt after the Waṣi-ship.

The words of God (xxxix, 5-11): "Hast thou not seen how thy Lord acted with 'Ād? With Iram of the supports?... (till the words)... did multiply wickedness therein." The words "with 'Ād" mean the first... 3 and the 'Ād literally means the rebel, i.e. the offender who trespassed the limits within which he should remain. The expression dhātu'l-imād, "possessing supports," refers to 'Ali,—peace be upon him! As to Iram, — rāmūn, "reparer" is the Truth, and also the Apostle of God (ṣl'm), and following him. "Possessing the support" is ta'wil because it is the support of religion and the aim of the seekers

1 The original part of this verse, ṣl khrāb fīl-dīn, is here omitted, but the author obviously refers to it. Usually this sentence is translated: "there is no compulsion in religious matters", which is inaccurate. What is apparently implied, is that ("(God) will not dislike one's faith", obviously so long as it is sincere, even if erring.

2 Here is a lacuna in the text.

3 It is difficult to see to what f-hi refers. Perhaps it should be fīl-dīn?

4 Iram, as is well-known, is supposed to be a locality in Southern Arabia, although it is also identified with Damascus, or Alexandria, etc. The "supports" are also translated as "pillars, columns", etc. Cf. the note by A.J. Wensinck in E.I., II, 519-520.

A short lacuna.
(after Truth). This is why God, praise be to Him, says (xxiii, 2): “(He) who raised the heavens without supports that you can see,” i.e. without the advantage of the knowledge of ta’wil that you can see, and which only His Apostle and His Wasi could see, and which the Prophet transferred to the latter by the order of God.

Then He says (xxiii, 6-7): “Iram with supports such as have never been created in the lands.” It is a country, and symbolizes the hujjats. Nobody was ever created amongst the hujjats similar to ‘Ali, — peace be upon him! God refers to Iram in feminine gender because nouns denoting countries or lands are of feminine gender. The land, however, is the earth, which is a symbol of the Wasi and hujjat if they are connected with the Apostle of God and the Imam, as has been explained above. Thus “Iram with supports like of which has not been created” is ‘Ali, the possessor of ta’wil. “And Thamud who heaved stones in the valley” (lxxxix, 8) refers to the second... “Hewed stones” means prevented the hujjats from carrying on the preaching of the inner truth of the religion (da’wati’l-haqq al-batin) whom ‘Ali, — peace be upon him, appointed for this purpose. This is because jawb in Arabic means cutting, and stones in the esoteric doctrine signify the hujjats, because stones come from the hills, and hills mean hujjats. This is clear from what He says in the story of Moses (xviii, 62): “Hast thou seen when We resorted to the rock,” i.e. one of His hujjats. The words (lxxxix, 8) (“hewed stones) in the valley” refer to the Imam, because he is symbolized by the valley, or watercourse (wadi), because from him flows esoteric knowledge (ilmul-batin) just as water flows in the watercourse. Hence it refers to ‘Ali because he was the Imam after Muhammad during the period of darkness. Thus it means that they interfered with the work of the hujjats, the hujjats of the Imam, preventing them from carrying out their preaching, oppressing and obstructing them. This is the meaning of the verse “hewed stones in the valley”...

And He says (lxxxix, 9): “and Pharaoh of the stakes,” which refers to the third... stakes of unbelievers are the accursed tree mentioned in the Koran (xxvii, 33). Then He says (lxxxix, 10-11): “who were outrageous in the land and did multiply wickedness therein.” (This means that) they rose in rebellion against ‘Ali, — peace be upon him! It is to him that the word al-bild refers in ta’wil. “And they multiplied crimes” means that they committed many crimes, altering (the idea of) his mission, rejecting what referred to it in the teaching of ta’wil...”

... And the testimony to the fact that the expression wadhi, watercourse, really is one of the symbols of ‘Ali, are the words of God, — praise be to Him (xxiii, 18): “He sends from the sky water, and the watercourses flow according to their bulk, and the torrent bears the floating samm... (till the words)... thus does God strike out parables.” The words “sent down from the heavens” means “sent down from the Prophet in order that he (‘Ali) could convey in his preaching the esoteric doctrine (ilmul-batin), as is said elsewhere (xix, 97): “We have only made it easy for thy tongue” (that thou mayest thereby give glad tidings to the pious). The expression (xxiii, 18) “and the watercourses flow” refers to the Imams preaching the esoteric doctrine (A’immati’l-batin), who stand by the orders of the Apostle of God, the first of whom is His Wasi. Every one of these Imams preaches esoteric doctrine (ilmul-batin), in so far as it reaches him, just as sweet water flows in the watercourse according to its capacity. This water forms the inside of the earth (butanul ‘ard).

Similarly, the Imams preaching the batin (al-A’immati’l-batin es-salam al-batin) have in their breasts proofs (fuddur’-him al-hujjaj). Just as water flows in the watercourse and does not spread over the surface of the earth, so the Imam’s mastery over the esoteric doctrine is obvious.

1 A short lacuna.
2 Another lacuna. All this obviously refers to some heretics who opposed the authority of ‘Ali.
plain, not hidden. Outstanding and apparent are regarded as noble, hence (xiii, 18) it is said, "swelling" (about the volume of water flowing in the watercourse). The expression (in the same verse) "and from what they set fire to" means: from what they repeatedly discussed, talking nonsense, and trying to find in the *dahir*, or plain injunctions of religion, (proofs of) the sanctity (valiyat) of the Imam. This is because God says (in the same verse) "thus does God strike out parables" in the *Coran*, because the Apostle of God preaches the Divine revelation and plain doctrine, while about him (i.e. the Imam, and his position there are only *ta'wil* principles in esoteric doctrine. The *tanzil*, plain religious doctrine, is openly communicated by the Prophet to every one who follows him but the *ta'wil* is communicated by him to his *Wasi* in secret. He, the Prophet, therefore, by the order of God, indicates (i.e.) to the *Wasi*, so that the latter might hear the *ta'wil* from him. Whoever adheres only to the plain revealed religion, disregarding the *ta'wil*, will not live (spiritually). The revealed doctrine (tanzil) is plain shown to every one; there is nothing to hide in it. The word of God "maw'lid" is explained in *ta'wil* as "connected" (maqarrih) with Muhammad, the preacher of the plain revelation (tanzil), and "Ali, the teacher of *ta'wil*: allegorical interpretation. Both of them are connected in this, the Apostle of God and the *Wasi*, in regard to their authority and importance (qudratan wa 'izzatan). This is why everywhere in the *Coran* the words "authority" and "importance" are used, they refer to the Apostle of God and the *Wasi*. — peace be upon them!

Know that God have mercy on thee, that God, exalted be His name, made a key to knowledge, and this is His covenant, and the oath of loyalty. He made it the greatest means (to achieve) it, and repeatedly mentioned this in His Book and treasuries of His religion and philosophy (bikmat). With the help of this He accepts the merits of those who obey Him. He made such a covenant with Adam, — peace be upon him, — and said (xx, 114): "We did make a covenant with Adam of yore, but he forgot it." And He said to Muhammed (xxxiii, 7): "And when We took of the prophets their oath" (to the end of the verse). This was (a sign of) generosity to them, because of the great honour and importance which such covenant implies. God said (ii, 118): "My covenant touches not the evildoers." And He made faithfulness to it obligatory. He says (xvi, 93): "be faithful to the covenant of God when ye have covenanted" (to the end of the verse). And He again says (xlvi, 10): "Verily, those who swear the oath of loyalty to thee do but swear allegiance to God. God's hand is above their hands" (to the end of the verse). By this He explained that whoever swears allegiance to His Apostle, he swears it to God Himself, and who does this, God enters a covenant with him, and the honour of the covenant is due to its being a connection with Him. He promised a great reward for faithfulness in observing it. He says (xiii, 20): "Those who fulfill God's covenant and break not the oath... (to the words) ... these shall have the recompense of the abode, gardens of Eden, etc." He praised the covenant, and attached a great reward to those who remain faithful to it, and also a painful punishment to those who fail. He said (xiii, 25): "Those who break God's covenant after entering it... (to the words) ... and for them is an evil abode." And also (xvi, 100): "Nor did We find in most of them (faithfulness to) the covenant" (to the end of the verse). And He says... (xvi, 48): "(And they prostrated themselves) except for Iblis, who was one of the Jinns, who disobeyed the command of His Lord." God thus made those who do not observe the covenant similar to Iblis with whom God became angry and cursed him.

God said (viii, 57): "Verily, the worst of beasts in..." Again a short lacuna, apparently only the words "and they prostrated..." are omitted.
God's eyes are those who do not believe" (to the end of the verse). And He said (ix, 7): "How can there be for idolaters a treaty with God and His Apostle?" — on account of the great honour which the covenant implies.

And He said in the story of Lot (xxix, 27): "Lot's words to his people: Verily, ye approach an abomination which no one in all the world ever anticipated in you. What, do ye approach men?" "Men" means dā'is. In other words, you take upon yourselves to oppose the dā'is, preventing them from carrying on their da'wāt. ("And stop people on the highway"). This is highway robbery. And the "highway" symbolizes the preaching of the Truth (ad-da'wāt il-lāl-ḥaqq). "And (verse 28) you approach in your assembly sin," i.e. sin against your Imam, whose authority you flout by preventing the dā'is, who call people to (follow) him, from carrying on their preaching (da'wāt), (which is) the path of the faithful, by which they attain to his Imam's) religion and his sanctity. They (the mu'mins) thus become turned away from swearing allegiance to the dā'is with which task the Imam entrusted them.

God says about the faithful (mu'minin) who have assumed to themselves the duties of the pilgrim (haddu'l-muhrim) (lxiv, 41): "Every soul is pledged for what it earns, except for those who are associated with the right." This means that every dā'ī is responsible for what he preaches, and those whom he leads, but not the faithful who follow him (ashābu'd-dā'ī). God says (lxiv, 42): "In Paradise they shall ask about sinners," i.e. about those who sinned by preventing the truth (to reach others) and not believing in it. The mu'mins who faithfully followed the dā'ī will ask the liars (lxiv, 43): "What drove you into hell-fire?" i.e. brought you into the fire of punishment. And the liars will reply (verse 44): "we were not of those who offered prayers," i.e. we did not preach the truth. "Prayer" in the esoteric doctrine means da'wāt. The righteous (ashābu'l-yamin), i.e. the mu'mins who faithfully followed the dā'ī, will reply: "we (also) were not from amongst the dā'is, and yet we are in Paradise." The sinners will say (verse 45): "we did not feed (the poor)," i.e. we did not explain or relate (tradition) to the faithful concerning the wisdom (ḥikmat). The followers of the dā'ī, i.e. the faithful, will say: "and we also did not explain or relate the tradition." The liars will say (lxiv, 46): "but we did plunge into discussion with those who plunged," i.e. we engaged ourselves in arguing and futile talk. And the faithful will reply: "we also talked with those who discussed religion and tradition." The liars will then say (lxiv, 47-48): "we denied the Judgment Day as a lie—until we saw for ourselves that it was true." This means "we denied the belief (in the advent of) al-Mahdi, the Seventh of the Nāqiṣ. And the faithful will reply: "but we did not regard the belief in al-Mahdi as false, but attached ourselves to him. We observed the covenant, we were his supporters. By this we earned Paradise, while you, by your actions, earned punishment in fire, for the reason that you treated as liars the righteous ones, the followers of the dā'is. The mu'min is therefore like the pilgrim (muhrim) who dons the ihram, who has attained manhood.

Such is the tāwil and taḥfīz i.e. allegorical and literal explanation (of this verse), in the ordinary and esoteric senses.

(Here) end the words of Mansūru l-Yaman, many God beautify his countenance!
IV.

THE BOOK OF THE TEACHER AND THE PUPIL

The Kitābuʾl-ʿĀlim waʾl-Ghulām is a comparatively small work which in print would not comprise more than about a hundred pages of ordinary size. The name of its author has not been preserved, and tradition which makes it the work of Mansūrīl-Yaman, i.e. the eminent early dāʿī of Ismailism in Southern Arabia, Abū Qāsim al-Husayn b. al-Faraḥ ʿIbn Hawshab al-Kūfī, seems to be quite unreliable. As is known, ʿIbn Hawshab was in 266/879 sent to Aden where his mission was ultimately crowned with great success. There is, however, no doubt that the archaic tone of the work and its ideas, combined with some indications which may be derived from inner evidence, show that it belongs to a very early period in the development of the Ismaili doctrine, probably really preceding the foundation of the Fatimid state in Northern Africa, in 397/909. For this reason it is impossible to accept another version of tradition which connects it with the descendant of ʿIbn Hawshab, probably a grandson, Jaʿfar b. Mansūrīl-Yaman, the famous mystic writer of the early Fatimid period, who died soon after 380/990 which is the date of the composition of his ʿAsrār u-Nuṭaqāʾ (cf. Guide, p. 36, and the "Rise of the Fatimids," p. 18). This theory would have been difficult to accept both from the point of view of great difference in style, and the archaism of ideas.

An indirect proof of an early origin of the book may also be sought both in its dialogical form and even in the title. In Shiʿite literature of the end of the second/eighth and the third/ninth centuries we find many religious treatises with similar titles which later on completely disappear. ʿUmar b. al-Ḥakam, the well-known Shiʿite philosopher who died in 199/815, had amongst his works a Kitābuʾsh-Shaykh waʾl-Ghulām (Najashi, 394); ʿAyyāshī, an eminent Shiʿite scholar of Samarqand of the same period.
The most important indication, however, is the indubitable proximity of the style, ideas, and terminology of this treatise with the early work, discussed on the preceding pages, the Kitābu'-Rushd wa'l-Hidāyat. Such proximity is so evident, despite the difference in the type of both works, that it would be easy to think that these come from one and the same school, if not from the pen of one and the same author.

The work is an instructive story, most probably quite imaginary, of the conversion of a young man to Ismailism and his early steps in his career as a dā'ī. This form is obviously chosen for explaining various elementary ideas of Ismailism in an attractive and popular way, probably within the limits allowed to beginners. The narrative is in the form of a dialogue frequently interrupted by the author's own remarks, by what may be intended as his psychological "running commentary." Extreme caution and circumspection in expression is observed all through the work, making it so different from the usual style of works written under the Fatimids. The author purposely remains vague and evasive in everything that might be used for the arraignment of the community in case the book falls into the hands of persecutors. He is patently anxious always to leave a way out. All this obviously deprives the

1 We know that certain eminent Ismailis were later on struck off the list owing to various dissensions and conflicts with the "orthodox" party, such as Hamdān Qarmat, 'Abdān, and many others. It is quite possible that at least some of them were the authors of certain works which were composed by them before they deviated from orthodoxy. Perhaps in such works by anonymous authors we really have some of the works of those erring and therefore forgotten worthies, which at a later period were attributed to the authorship of the earliest celebrity in the historical period of Ismailism, namely Ibn Hawshab.